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Stable pair invariants on
Calabi–Yau threefolds containing P 2

YUKINOBU TODA

We relate Pandharipande–Thomas stable pair invariants on Calabi–Yau 3–folds con-
taining the projective plane with those on the derived equivalent orbifolds via the
wall-crossing method. The difference is described by generalized Donaldson–Thomas
invariants counting semistable sheaves on the local projective plane, whose generating
series form theta-type series for indefinite lattices. Our result also derives non-trivial
constraints among stable pair invariants on such Calabi–Yau 3–folds caused by a
Seidel–Thomas twist.

14N35; 18E30

1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

It is an important subject to count algebraic curves on Calabi–Yau 3–folds, or more
generally on CY3 orbifolds,1 in connection with string theory. So far at least three curve
counting theories have been proposed and studied: Gromov–Witten (GW) theory (see
Behrend [4]), Donaldson–Thomas (DT) theory (see Thomas [50] and Maulik, Nekrasov,
Okounkov and Pandharipande [37]) and Pandharipande–Thomas (PT) stable pair theory
(see Pandharipande and Thomas [42]). It was conjectured, and proved in many cases,
that these theories are equivalent: the equivalence of DT and PT theories was proved
in Bridgeland [10], Toda [53] and Stoppa and Thomas [49] using Hall algebras, and
the equivalence of GW and PT theories was proved by Pandharipande and Pixton [41]
for many Calabi–Yau 3–folds, including quintic 3–folds, using degenerations and torus
localizations.

On the other hand, the derived category of coherent sheaves Db Coh.X/ on a Calabi–
Yau 3–fold X is also an important mathematical subject, due to its role in Kontsevich’s
homological mirror symmetry conjecture [30]. It was suggested by Pandharipande and

1In this paper, an orbifold means a smooth Deligne–Mumford stack.
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Thomas [42] that the derived category also plays a crucial role in curve counting, as
their stable pair invariants count two-term complexes

.OX s
!F / 2Db Coh.X/;

where F is a pure one-dimensional sheaf and s is surjective in dimension one. In this
paper, we are concerned with how symmetries in the derived categories affect stable
pair invariants. More precisely, we are interested in the following questions:

Question 1.1 (i) How are stable pair invariants on two Calabi–Yau 3–folds or
orbifolds related, if they have equivalent derived categories?

(ii) How are stable pair invariants on a Calabi–Yau 3–fold constrained, due to the
presence of non-trivial autoequivalences of the derived category?

The purpose of this paper is to study Question 1.1 for stable pair invariants on Calabi–
Yau 3–folds X which contain P2 , and their derived equivalent CY3 orbifolds Y . Our
results include new progress on Question 1.1: (i) the relation of stable pair invariants on
X and Y , where Y does not satisfy the hard Lefschetz (HL) condition2 (ii) constraints
of stable pair invariants on X caused by a Seidel–Thomas twist [48]. The relation of
our work with existing works will be discussed in Section 1.3.

1.2 Main result

Let X be a smooth projective Calabi–Yau 3–fold which contains a divisor

P2 ŠD �X:

We have two phenomena related to (i) and (ii) in Question 1.1:

(i) The divisor D is contracted by a birational morphism f W X! Y to an orbifold
singularity with type 1

3
.1; 1; 1/. The associated smooth Deligne–Mumford stack

Y! Y is derived equivalent to X :

ˆW Db Coh.Y/
�
�!Db Coh.X/:

(ii) The object OD is a spherical object in Db Coh.X/, and we have the associated
autoequivalence, called a Seidel–Thomas twist [48]:

STOD W D
b Coh.X/

�
�!Db Coh.X/:

2 The HL condition on a CY3 orbifold is equivalent to the crepant resolution of its coarse moduli space
having at most one-dimensional fibers.
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Contrary to the 3–fold flop case as in Toda [56] and Calabrese [17], curves on Y and X
may be transformed to objects with two-dimensional supports under the equivalences
ˆ and STOD , respectively. In order to deal with this issue, we also involve generalized
DT invariants (see Joyce and Song [25] and Kontsevich and Soibelman [31])

(1) DT.r; c;m/ 2Q

on the non-compact Calabi–Yau 3–fold � W !P2 ! P2 . The invariant (1) counts
semistable sheaves E on !P2 satisfying

rank.��E/D r; c1.��E/D c; ch2.��E/Dm:

The following is a rough statement of our main result:

Theorem 1.2 (Theorem 5.11, Theorem 5.20) Assuming Conjecture 1.3 below, we
have the following:

(i) The stable pair invariants on Y are described as explicit polynomials of stable
pair invariants on X and generalized DT invariants (1) on !P2 .

(ii) If there is L 2 Pic.X/ with LjD ŠOD.1/, then there exist explicit polynomial
relations among stable pair invariants on X and generalized DT invariants (1)
on !P2 caused by STOD ı˝L.

The result of Theorem 1.2(i) in particular derives a recursion formula for stable pair
invariants on X with curve classes proportional to Œl � for a line l � D (in other
words, stable pair invariants on !P2 ), whose coefficients involve the invariants (1)
(see Corollary 5.14). The result of Theorem 1.2(ii) implies a stronger statement: the
stable pair invariants on X with curve classes ˇ satisfying D �ˇ < 0 are described in
terms of those with curve classes ˇ � cŒl� for c > 0, with coefficients involving (1)
(see Remark 5.21).

In the previous paper [57], the author proved a recursion formula for the generating
series of the invariants (1) with r > 0 in terms of theta-type series for indefinite lattices.
It is also possible to describe the invariants (1) with r D 0; c > 0 in terms of stable pair
invariants on X with curve classes proportional to Œl � (see Lemma 3.15). These results
imply that, in principle, one can compute the relations between stable pair invariants
concerning Question 1.1 for the derived equivalences ˆ and STOD . The resulting
formulas in Theorems 5.11 and 5.20 are complicated, and we leave it to a future work
to give a more conceptual understanding of our result.

We should mention that the result of Theorem 1.2 is still conditional on the following
conjecture, which was also assumed in the author’s previous work [56].

Geometry & Topology, Volume 20 (2016)
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Conjecture 1.3 Let M be the moduli stack of objects E 2 Db Coh.X/ satisfying
Ext<0.E;E/D 0. For ŒE� 2M, let G be a maximal reductive subgroup of Aut.E/.
Then there is a G–invariant analytic open neighborhood V of 0 in Ext1.E;E/, a
G–invariant holomorphic function f W V ! C with f .0/D df j0 D 0, and a smooth
morphism of complex-analytic stacks

ˆW Œfdf D 0g=G�!M

of relative dimension dim Aut.E/� dimG .

This conjecture has been a technical obstruction to generalizing Joyce and Song’s wall-
crossing formula for DT invariants [25] for coherent sheaves to the derived category. It
was proved for E 2 Coh.X/ by Joyce and Song [25], and announced by Behrend and
Getzler. There is more recent progress toward it, which will be reviewed in the next
subsection. Without assuming Conjecture 1.3, we can prove the Euler characteristic
version of Theorem 1.2 (ie results for the naive Euler characteristics of stable pair
moduli spaces), as stated in Section 5.7.

1.3 Related works

In Toda [56] and Calabrese [17], the flop transformation formula of stable pair invariants
was obtained from the categorical viewpoint, giving an answer to Question 1.1(i) for
birational Calabi–Yau 3–folds. In the orbifold case, let Y be a Calabi–Yau 3–fold
with Gorenstein quotient singularities and X ! Y its crepant resolution. Under the
HL condition on the associated Deligne–Mumford stack Y ! Y , Bryan, Cadman
and Young [13] formulated a conjectural relationship between DT invariants on X
and those on Y . Combined with the DT/PT correspondence (see Bridgeland [10],
Toda [53] and Stoppa and Thomas [49]) on X , and Bayer’s announced work on it for
CY3 orbifolds with HL condition, we have a conjectural answer to Question 1.1(i)
in this situation. The conjecture in [13] is still open, but some progress toward it is
obtained in Calabrese [18], Bryan and Steinberg [15] and Ross [45].

In the above HL case, the resulting formula should be described by a product formula
for the generating series of stable pair invariants. In our situation of Theorem 1.2,
the stack Y does not satisfy the HL condition, and it seems unlikely that the results
are formulated as product formulas for the generating series. From the categorical
viewpoint, the main difference from the HL case is the non-triviality of the Euler
pairings between objects supported on the fibers of X ! Y . Due to this non-triviality,
the combinatorics of the wall-crossing becomes complicated, and it seems hard to
understand the result in terms of the generating series. In any case, we hope that the
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result of Theorem 1.2 would give a hint toward a generalization of the conjecture in
Bryan, Cadman and Young [13] without the HL condition.

There exist few works concerning Question 1.1(ii) so far. We can say that the rationality
of the generating series of stable pair invariants, conjectured in Pandharipande and
Thomas [42] and proved in Toda [54] and Bridgeland [10], is interpreted to be an
answer to Question 1.1(ii) for the derived dualizing functor. Also, the automorphic
property of sheaf-counting invariants on local K3 surfaces under Hodge isometries,
together with product expansion of the generating series of stable pair invariants on
them (see Toda [55]) in terms of the former invariants, is interpreted to be an answer to
Question 1.1(ii) for autoequivalences of K3 surfaces; see Toda [51; 55]. The result of
Theorem 1.2(ii) provides a further example of such phenomena.

In GW theory, an analogue of Question 1.1(i) has been one of the central themes.
Since birational Calabi–Yau 3–folds or orbifolds should be derived equivalent (see
Bridgeland [7], Bridgeland, King and Reid [11] and Kawamata [27]), Question 1.1(i) for
GW theory is related to the analytic continuation problem for quantum cohomologies
discussed in Ruan [47], Bryan and Graber [14] and Coates, Iritani and Tseng [19].
Also, we expect that Question 1.1(ii) is related to the modularity problem for partition
functions of GW invariants, as the action of autoequivalences on the derived category
should correspond to the monodromy action under the mirror symmetry. We refer to
Okounkov and Pandharipande [40] and Milanov, Ruan and Shen [38] for works on
modularity in GW theory.

In recent years, we have seen progress toward an algebraic version of Conjecture 1.3
using derived algebraic geometry. By the work of Pantev, Toën, Vaquie and Vezzosi [44],
the stack M is shown to be a derived stack with a .�1/–shifted symplectic structure.
Using this fact, Ben-Bassat, Brav, Bussi and Joyce [6] showed that M has Zariski-
locally an atlas which is written as a critical locus of a certain algebraic function. Still,
this is not enough to conclude Conjecture 1.3. However, under the assumption that
M is Zariski-locally written as a quotient stack of the form ŒS=GLn.C/� for some
complex scheme S , Bussi [16, Theorem 4.3] showed a result which is very similar
to Conjecture 1.3. Indeed, her result implies relevant Behrend function identities for
objects in M, which are enough for our applications. At this moment, the author does
not know how to eliminate the local quotient stack assumption, nor prove it in the
situations we are interested in.

1.4 Ideas behind the proof of Theorem 1.2

Theorem 1.2 follows from a wall-crossing argument in the space of weak stability
conditions, as in the author’s previous papers [53; 56; 55]. In order to explain the
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Large-volume limit

Conifold point

Orbifold point

Figure 1: The space of stability conditions on !P2 .

argument, we first recall Bayer and Macrì’s description of the space Stab.!P2/ of
Bridgeland stability conditions on Db Coh.!P2/ in [1]. They showed that the double
quotient stack of Stab.!P2/ by the actions of AutDb Coh.!P2/ and the additive
group C contains the parameter space of the mirror family of !P2 . The latter space
has three special points: the large volume limit, a conifold point and an orbifold
point (see Figure 1). Near the large volume limit, the semistable objects consist of
(essentially) Gieseker semistable sheaves on !P2 . At the orbifold point, the semistable
objects consist of representations of the McKay quiver under the derived McKay
correspondence; see Bridgeland, King and Reid [11]. By taking a path connecting the
orbifold point with the large volume limit, one can relate representations of the McKay
quiver with semistable sheaves on !P2 by wall-crossing phenomena: there is a finite
number of walls on this path such that the sets of semistable objects are constant on
the interval, but jump at walls.

Let us return to our global situation. In the situation of Theorem 1.2, we define the
triangulated category

DX=Y WD hOX ;Db Coh�1.X=Y /itr:

Here Coh�1.X=Y / is the category of coherent sheaves on X which are at most one-
dimensional outside D . Our strategy is to construct a path similar to Figure 1 in the
space of weak stability conditions on DX=Y ,

�t 2 Stab��.DX=Y /; t 2R�0:

This one-parameter family is an analogue of the path in Figure 1, ie limt!1 �t
corresponds to the large volume limit, and �0 corresponds to the orbifold point. We
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show that the rank-one �t–stable objects for t � 1 consist of objects of the form

(2) OX .rD/˝ .OX ! F /

for r 2Z and a stable pair .OX!F / on X . We also show that the rank-one �0–stable
objects consist of objects of the form

(3) ˆ.OY ! F /

for a stable pair .OY ! F / on Y . Then we can relate the objects (2) and (3) by wall-
crossing phenomena. If we assume Conjecture 1.3, then Joyce and Song’s wall-crossing
formula [25] applies in our setting. It relates stable pair invariants on Y with those
on X together with the invariants (1), giving Theorem 1.2(i).

We now explain the idea of Theorem 1.2(ii). It follows from a general principle explained
in Toda [58, Section 1]. In general, suppose that there is a stability condition � on the
derived category of a Calabi–Yau 3–fold which has a symmetric property with respect
to an autoequivalence ‚ in a certain sense. In [58], such a stability condition � was
called Gepner-type with respect to ‚. Let DT� .v/ be the DT-type invariant (if it exists)
counting �–semistable objects with numerical class v . The Gepner-type property of �
would yield

(4) DT� .v/D DT� .‚�v/:

On the other hand, one may relate both sides of (4) with classical DT invariants counting
sheaves or curves by wall-crossing. Combined with the identity (4), one may obtain
non-trivial constraints among classical DT invariants caused by ‚.

In Figure 1, the orbifold point is known to be Gepner-type with respect to ‚ D

STOD ı˝L. Since the weak stability condition �0 on DX=Y is an analogue of the
orbifold point, one expects that the above general philosophy may be applied to obtain
constraints among stable pair invariants on X caused by ‚. In our situation, the
equivalence ‚ does not preserve DX=Y , so �0 is not Gepner-type in a strict sense.
However, one can prove that ‚ takes �0–stable objects to similar stable objects in
another triangulated category

DL
X=Y
WD hL;Db Coh�1.X=Y /itr:

Namely, there also exists a one-parameter family �L
t of weak stability conditions on

DL
X=Y

such that �0–stable objects and �L
0 –stable objects coincide under the equiva-

lence ‚. We then apply the similar wall-crossing formula in DL
X=Y

from �L
0 to �L

t for
t � 1. It implies another description of stable pair invariants on Y in terms of those
on X and the invariants (1). By comparing it with the result of Theorem 1.2(i), we
obtain the constraints in Theorem 1.2(ii).
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1.5 Plan of the paper

In Section 2, we recall derived equivalences concerning Calabi–Yau 3–folds contain-
ing P2 , and fix some notation. In Section 3, we recall stable pair invariants, generalized
DT invariants on local P2 , and their properties. In Section 4, we construct a one-
parameter family of weak stability conditions on the triangulated category DX=Y . In
Section 5, we describe the wall-crossing phenomena with respect to our weak stability
conditions, and prove Theorem 1.2.

1.6 Notation and convention

In this paper, all the varieties or stacks are defined over C . For a d–dimensional
variety X , we denote by H�.X;Q/ the even part of the singular cohomology of X , and
write its elements as .v0; v1; : : : ; vd / for vi 2H 2i .X;Q/. We sometimes omit Q and
just write H 2i .X;Q/, H2i .X;Q/ as H 2i .X/, H2i .X/. For a triangulated category D
and a set of objects S in D , we denote by hSitr the triangulated closure, ie the smallest
triangulated category of D which contains S . Also hSiex is the extension closure,
ie the smallest extension-closed subcategory in D which contains S . For a Deligne–
Mumford stack Y , we denote by Coh.Y/ the abelian category of coherent sheaves
on Y . For d 2 Z, we denote by Coh�d .Y/ � Coh.Y/ the subcategory of objects
E 2 Coh.Y/ satisfying dim Supp.E/� d . If d D 0, we write the subscript “� 0” just
as “0”, eg we write Coh�0.X/ as Coh0.X/, etc. For E 2Db Coh.Y/, we denote by
Hi .E/ 2 Coh.Y/ its i th cohomology.

Acknowledgments I would like to thank Arend Bayer for explaining his announced
work. I also would like to thank the referee for the careful check of the manuscript,
and many comments for improvement. This work is supported by World Premier
International Research Center Initiative (WPI initiative), MEXT, Japan. This work
is also supported by Grant In Aid for Scientific Research (No. 26287002) from the
Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology, Japan.

2 The derived category of Calabi–Yau 3–folds containing P 2

2.1 Geometry of Calabi–Yau 3–folds containing P 2

Let X be a smooth projective Calabi–Yau 3–fold, ie

KX D 0; H 1.X;OX /D 0:

Geometry & Topology, Volume 20 (2016)
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We always assume that there is a closed embedding

i W P2 ,!X;

whose image we denote by D . There exist several examples of such Calabi–Yau
3–folds, as follows:

Example 2.1 Let X be the hypersurface in P3 �P1 given by

X D

�
y1

� 4X
iD1

x4i

�
Cy2

4Y
iD1

xi D 0

�
:

Here xi ; 1 � i � 4 are homogeneous coordinates of P3 and yi ; 1 � i � 2 are those
of P1 . Then X is a smooth Calabi–Yau 3–fold which contains planes .y1 D xi D 0/
for each 1� i � 4.

Example 2.2 Let S1 � P3 be a plane, S7 � P3 a smooth hypersurface of degree
seven, such that the divisor S1C S7 is a normal crossing divisor. Let Z ! P3 be
the double cover branched along S1C S7 . Then Z has A1–singularities along the
pullback of S1\S7 . Let

X !Z

be the blow-up along the singular locus. Then X is a smooth Calabi–Yau 3–fold, and
the pullback of S1 contains P2 as an irreducible component. See [26, Section 4.2].

Example 2.3 Let E be the elliptic curve which admits an automorphism of order 3.
The group G D Z=3Z acts on E �E �E diagonally. Then the crepant resolution

X ! .E �E �E/=G

is a smooth Calabi–Yau 3–fold which contains 27 planes. See [3, Section 2].

Since KX D 0, we have !D ŠOD.D/ by the adjunction. Therefore, for a line l �D ,
we have

D � l D�3; D2 D�3Œl�; D3 D 9:

If H is an ample divisor on X , the divisor 3H C .H � l/D is obviously nef and big
on X . By the basepoint-free theorem (see [29, Theorem 3.3]), some multiple of it
gives a birational morphism

(5) f W X ! Y
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which contracts a divisor D �X to a point p 2 Y . It is well-known that3

(6) yOY;p ŠCŒŒx; y; z��G :

Here G WDZ=3Z acts on CŒŒx; y; z�� via the weight .1; 1; 1/. Since p 2Y is a quotient
singularity, we have the associated smooth Deligne–Mumford stack4

(7) gW Y! Y

whose coarse moduli space is isomorphic to Y . The diagram

(8)

X �Y Y
p

{{

q

##
X

f ##

� // Y

g
{{

Y

is pulled back via Spec yOY;p! Y to the pullback via Spec yOC3=G;0!C3=G of the
standard McKay diagram5 of local P2 :

(9)

ŒBl0C3=G�

p

xx

q

%%

U D !P2

f &&

�
// ŒC3=G�

gyy

C3=G:

Here Bl0C3!C3 is the blow-up at the origin, which admits the G–action since G
fixes the origin. Also

(10) � W U D !P2 ! P2

is the total space of the canonical line bundle of P2 , which is the coarse moduli space
of the quotient stack ŒBl0C3=G�.

3For example, the argument of [39, (3.3.5)] shows the isomorphism (6).
4We refer to [27, Definition 2.1] for the construction of Y . We note that Y satisfies the condition .�/

in [27, Definition 2.1] since p 2 Y is a quotient singularity.
5By abuse of notation, in the diagram (9), we use the same notation for the morphisms used in the

diagram (8).
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2.2 Derived equivalence

Since the diagram (9) is toric, we can apply [27, Theorem 4.2] (also see [11]) to show
the derived equivalence

(11) ˆ WDRp�Lq
�
W Db Coh.Y/

�
�!Db Coh.X/:

Let �j be the one-dimensional representation of G with weight j . The objects

Sj WD ��j ˝O0 2 CohG.C3/

naturally define the objects Sj 2 Coh.Y/. Here CohG.C3/ is the category of G–
equivariant coherent sheaves on C3 , which coincides with the category of coherent
sheaves on ŒC3=G�. Also, we set

(12) T0 WDOD; T1 WD�D.1/Œ1�; T2 WDOD.�1/Œ2�:

We have the following lemma.

Lemma 2.4 We have ˆ.OY/ŠOX and ˆ.Sj /Š Tj for 0� j � 2.

Proof It is enough to prove the same claim for the local derived equivalence

ˆDRp�Lq
�
W Db CohG.C3/

�
�!Db Coh.!P2/:

Let E be the vector bundle on U D !P2 given by

E DOU ˚OU .1/˚OU .2/:

It is well-known that we have the derived equivalence (see [8])

(13) RHom.E ;�/W Db Coh.U /
�
�!Db mod.B/;

where B is the non-commutative algebra defined by End.E/. The algebra B is the path
algebra of a quiver with three vertices and some relations. Under the equivalence (13),
the objects T0 , T1 , T2 are sent to the simple objects corresponding to the three vertices.
Therefore, the isomorphism ˆ.Sj /Š Tj follows if we show that

(14) RHom.OU .k/;ˆ.Sj //DCıjk

for 0� j; k � 2. Let p0W Bl0.C3/! U be the Galois G–cover. Then we have

p0�OBl0.C3/ ŠOU ˚OU .1/˝ �1˚OU .2/˝ �2:

It follows that

(15) ˆ.OC3 ˝ ��k/Š .OU ˝ ��k˚OU .1/˝ �1�k˚OU .2/˝ �2�k/G ŠOU .k/
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for 0 � k � 2. Therefore (14) holds. The isomorphism ˆ.OY/ Š OX also follows
from the isomorphism (15) for k D 0.

We define the abelian category

(16) Coh�d .X=Y / WD fE 2 Coh.X/ W dim Suppf�E � dg:

By the construction of ˆ, we have the commutative diagram6

(17)

Db Coh0.Y/

ˆ
��

� � // Db Coh�1.Y/

ˆ
��

� � // Db Coh.Y/

ˆ
��

Db Coh0.X=Y /
� � // Db Coh�1.X=Y /

� � // Db Coh.X/

where each vertical arrow is an equivalence. Moreover, the definition of the equivalence
(11) easily implies that the following diagram also commutes:

Db Coh.Y/

Rg� ''

ˆ // Db Coh.X/

Rf�ww

Db Coh.Y /:

2.3 Numerical Grothendieck groups

Let D be a C–linear triangulated category satisfyingX
i2Z

dim Hom.E; F Œi �/ <1

for all E;F 2 D . Under this condition, the following Euler pairing is well-defined:

(18) �.E; F / WD
X
i2Z

.�1/i dim Hom.E; F Œi �/:

This pairing descends to the pairing on the Grothendieck group K.D/ of D . Two
elements E1; E2 2 K.D/ are called numerically equivalent if we have �.E1; F / D
�.E2; F / for any F 2K.D/. The numerical Grothendieck group N.D/ of D is defined
to be the group of numerical equivalence classes of K.D/. By definition, the Euler
pairing (18) descends to a perfect pairing on N.D/.

6It is well-known that, for a variety Y and d 2 Z�0 , the category Db Coh�d .Y / is equivalent to
the full subcategory of Db Coh.Y / whose objects have cohomologies in Coh�d .Y / . This fact follows
from [46, Lemma 7.40].
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Let X , Y be as in the previous subsections. We set

N.X/ WDN.Db Coh.X//; N.Y/ WDN.Db Coh.Y//:

The equivalence (11) induces the isomorphism

(19) ˆ�W N.Y/
�
�!N.X/:

Since X is a smooth projective 3–fold, it satisfies the Hodge conjecture by the hard
Lefschetz theorem. Together with the Riemann–Roch theorem, the Chern character
map from K.X/ descends to the injective homomorphism

(20) chW N.X/ ,!H�.X;Q/:

In particular, both N.X/ and N.Y/ are finitely generated free abelian groups. The
Euler paring (18) on N.X/ is described as

(21) �.E; F /D

3X
jD0

.�1/j chj .E/ ch3�j .F /

C
c2.X/

12

�
ch0.E/ ch1.F /� ch1.E/ ch0.F /

�
:

We set

N�d .Y/ WD Im.K.Coh�d .Y//!N.Y//;
N�d .X=Y / WD Im.K.Coh�d .X=Y //!N.X//:

By the diagram (17), we have the commutative diagram

2M
jD0

ZŒSj �

Š ŒSj � 7!ŒTj �
��

� � Š // N0.Y/

Š ˆ�

��

� � // N�1.Y/

Š ˆ�

��

� � // N.Y/

Š ˆ�

��
K.P2/

i�

Š
//

ch
��

N0.X=Y /
� � // N�1.X=Y /

ch
��

� � // N.X/

ch
��

H�.P2;Q/
i] // QŒD�˚H�4.X;Q/ �

� // H�.X;Q/

Remark 2.5 It is well-known that K.P2/Š Z3 , and the Euler paring on it is perfect.
This fact easily shows that the map i�W K.P2/!N0.X=Y / is an isomorphism.

In what follows, we fix the isomorphism

(22) Q˚3 �!Š H�.P2;Q/; .r; c;m/ 7! .r; c � h;m � h2/;
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where hD c1.OP2.1//, and write elements of H�.P2;Q/ as .r; c;m/ 2Q3 via (22).
In this notation, the map i] is given by

(23) i].r; c;m/D
�
0; rŒD�;

�
3
2
r C c

�
Œl �; 3

2
r C 3

2
cCm

�
by the Grothendieck–Riemann–Roch theorem.

2.4 Seidel–Thomas twist

The object OD 2 Coh.X/ is a spherical object, ie

ExtiX .OD;OD/D
�

C i D 0; 3;

0 i ¤ 0; 3:

By [48], there is the associated autoequivalence

STOD W D
b Coh.X/

�
�!Db Coh.X/;

called the Seidel–Thomas twist. For any E 2Db Coh.X/, the object STOD .E/ fits
into the distinguished triangle

(24) RHom.OD; E/˝OD!E! STOD .E/:

We now assume that there is a line bundle L on X satisfying the condition

(25) i�LŠOP2.1/:

Remark 2.6 Note that the image of the restriction map Pic.X/! Pic.D/ contains
OX .D/jDŠOD.3/. Hence the existence of a line bundle L satisfying (25) is equivalent
to the existence of a line bundle L0 such that L0jD Š OD.a/ for some a 2 Z which
is coprime to 3. For example, such a line bundle L exists in Examples 2.1, 2.2, 2.3.
However, we are not sure about the existence of such a line bundle L in general. The
assumption on the existence of L will be used in Section 5.6.

The isomorphism (15) for k D 1 shows that the object

(26) L� WDˆ�1.L/

is also a line bundle on Y . We set

(27) ‚ WD STOD ı˝LW Db Coh.X/
�
�!Db Coh.X/:

Lemma 2.7 The equivalence

(28) ‚� WDˆ�1 ı‚ ıˆW Db Coh.Y/!Db Coh.Y/

restricts to the autoequivalence of Coh.Y/ given by �˝OYL� .
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Proof We have the local autoequivalence

(29) ‚�W Db CohG.C3/!Db CohG.C3/

constructed in the same way as (28), replacing L by OU .1/. By the isomorphism (15)
for k D 1, it is enough to prove that the functor (29) is isomorphic to tensoring by
OC3 ˝ ��1 . A direct computation easily shows that

‚.OU /ŠOU .1/; ‚.OU .1//ŠOU .2/; ‚.OU .2//ŠOU :

Here ‚D STOP2
ı˝OU .1/ by abuse of notation. This implies that

‚�.OC3 ˝ ��j /ŠOC3 ˝ ��j�1

for j 2 Z=3Z. Hence the functor (29) is isomorphic to tensoring by OC3 ˝ ��1 on
the objects OC3 ˝ ��j . Since the objects OC3 ˝ ��j for 0 � j � 2 are projective
objects of CohG.C3/ which generate CohG.C3/, we obtain the result.

Let Coh�d .X=Y / be the abelian category defined by (16). By Lemma 2.7, we have
the commutative diagram

(30)

Coh�d .Y/

˝L�

��

� � // Db Coh�d .Y/

˝L�
��

ˆ // Db Coh�d .X=Y /

‚
��

Coh�d .Y/
� � // Db Coh�d .Y/

ˆ // Db Coh�d .X=Y /

where each vertical arrow is an equivalence. The equivalence (27) also induces the
commutative diagram

(31)

N�1.X=Y /
‚� //

ch
��

N�1.X=Y /

ch
��

QŒD�˚H�4.X;Q/
‚] // QŒD�˚H�4.X;Q/:

Using the triangle (24), the linear isomorphism ‚] is calculated as

(32) ‚].rŒD�; ˇ; n/

D

��
5
2
r CˇD

�
ŒD�; ˇC

�
13
4
r C 3

2
ˇD

�
Œl �; nC 11

4
r C 3

2
ˇDC c1.L/ˇ

�
:

3 Stable pairs and generalized DT invariants

In this section, we recall stable pairs, generalized DT invariants, and their properties.
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3.1 Stable pair invariants

First we recall the definition of stable pairs on a Calabi–Yau 3–fold X introduced by
Pandharipande and Thomas:

Definition 3.1 [42] A stable pair on X consists of data

(33) sW OX ! F;

where F 2 Coh�1.X/ is pure one-dimensional, and Cok.s/ 2 Coh0.X/.

For n 2 Z and ˇ 2H2.X;Z/, let

Pn.X; ˇ/

be the moduli space of stable pairs (33) with ŒF �D ˇ7 and �.F /D n. The moduli
space Pn.X; ˇ/ is a projective scheme with a symmetric perfect obstruction theory. It
is also regarded as a moduli space of two-term complexes .OX s

!F /, satisfying the
condition

ch.OX ! F /D .1; 0;�ˇ;�n/:

Here OX is located in degree zero, and H2.X/ is identified with H 4.X/ by Poincaré
duality. Let � be the Behrend constructible function [5] on Pn.X; ˇ/. The stable pair
invariant Pn;ˇ .X/ is defined by

Pn;ˇ .X/ WD

Z
Pn.X;ˇ/

� d�:

Here, for a constructible function � on a variety M , we defineZ
M

� d� WD
X
m2Z

m ��.��1.m//:

Remark 3.2 By the injectivity of (20), the map

(34) N�1.X/!H2.X;Z/˚Z

sending F to .ŒF �; �.F // is injective. Therefore, if Pn.X; ˇ/ ¤ ∅, we may write
it as P.X; ˛/, and Pn;ˇ .X/ as P˛.X/, for ˛ 2 N�1.X/ corresponding to .ˇ; n/

under (34).

7If we write ŒF �D ˇ , it means that the fundamental homology class determined by F equals to ˇ . By
abuse of notation, we also use the notation ŒF � for the class of F in the numerical Grothendieck group.
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Remark 3.3 Suppose that X contains a divisor D Š P2 . For a line l � D , set ˇ
above to be ˇ D cŒl� for c > 0. Then, for any stable pair .OX ! F / 2 Pn.X; cŒl�/,
the sheaf F is supported on D . Since the formal neighborhoods of D �X and of the
zero section P2 � !P2 are isomorphic, the invariant Pn;cŒl�.X/ coincides with the
stable pair invariant on !P2 .

It is straightforward to generalize the notion of stable pairs to a CY3 orbifold Y .

Definition 3.4 An orbifold stable pair on Y consists of data

(35) sW OY ! F;

where F 2 Coh�1.Y/ is pure, ie Hom.Coh0.Y/; F /D 0, and Cok.s/ 2 Coh0.Y/.

Similarly to Remark 3.2, we denote by

P.Y; /

for  2N�1.Y/ the moduli space of orbifold stable pairs (35) satisfying ŒF �D  in
N�1.Y/. In this paper, we don’t pursue the foundation of orbifold stable pair moduli
spaces, eg a GIT construction of P.Y; /. At least we have the following lemma,
which is enough for our purpose.

Lemma 3.5 The moduli space P.Y; / is a finite-type open algebraic subspace of the
moduli space of simple objects in Db Coh.Y/.

Proof The result is an immediate consequence of Proposition 5.2 and Proposition 5.4
proven later.

Using the Behrend function � on P.Y; /, the orbifold stable pair invariant is defined by

(36) P .Y/ WD
Z
P.Y;/

� d�:

Note that P .Y/D 0 for 0¤  2N0.Y/ by the definition of orbifold stable pairs.

3.2 Generalized DT invariants

We recall the construction of generalized DT invariants on a Calabi–Yau 3–fold X ,
following [25]. Let Coh.X/ be the moduli stack of all the objects in Coh.X/. The stack-
theoretic Hall algebra H.X/ is Q–spanned by the isomorphism classes of the symbols

(37) Œ�W X ! Coh.X/�;
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where X is an Artin stack of finite type over C with affine geometric stabilizers and
� is a 1–morphism. The relation is generated by

(38) Œ�W X ! Coh.X/�� Œ�jY W Y! Coh.X/�C Œ�jU W U ! Coh.X/�;

where Y�X is a closed substack and U WDX nY . There is an associative �–product on
H.X/ based on the Ringel–Hall algebras (see [23, Section 5.1]). The unit is given by

1D ŒSpec C! Coh.X/�;

which corresponds to 0 2 Coh.X/. Also, there is a Lie subalgebra

HLie.X/�H.X/

consisting of elements supported on virtual indecomposable objects. We refer to [23,
Section 5.2] for the details of the definition of HLie.X/.

Let C.X/ be the Lie algebra

C.X/ WD
M

v2N.X/

Q � cv

with bracket given by

(39) Œcv1 ; cv2 � WD .�1/
�.v1;v2/�.v1; v2/cv1Cv2 :

By [25, Theorem 5.12], there is a Lie algebra homomorphism

(40) …W HLie.X/! C.X/

such that if X is a C�–gerbe over an algebraic space X 0 we have

….Œ�W X ! Cohv.X/�/D�
�X
k2Z

k ��.��1.k//

�
cv:

Here Cohv.X/ is the stack of sheaves with numerical class v , � is an open immersion
and � is Behrend’s constructible function on X 0 .

Let H be an ample divisor on X . For v 2N.X/, let8

(41) Ms.ss/.v/� Coh.X/

be the open substack of H–Gieseker (semi)stable sheaves E 2 Coh.X/ satisfying
ŒE�D v . The stack (41) determines the element

ı.v/ WD ŒMss.v/� Coh.X/� 2H.X/:

8We omit H in the subscript of the moduli spaces and invariants, as its choice does not matter in the
situation of Section 3.3.
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This element also defines the element of HLie.X/

�.v/ WD
X

k�1;v1C���CvkDv
p.vi /Dp.v/

.�1/k�1

k
ı.v1/� � � � � ı.vk/:

Here p.v/ is the reduced Hilbert polynomial of a sheaf E with ŒE�D v .

Definition 3.6 The generalized DT invariant DT.v/ 2Q is defined by the formula

….�.v//D�DT.v/ � cv:

Remark 3.7 If Ms.v/DMss.v/, then they are C�–gerbes over a quasi-projective
scheme M s.v/. In this case, the invariant DT.v/ is written as

DT.v/D
Z
M s.v/

� d�;

where � is the Behrend function on M s.v/.

It has been expected that the above arguments generalize to the derived category setting.
Namely, we expect that we can replace the category of coherent sheaves by the heart
of a t-structure A � Db Coh.X/, and Gieseker stability by Bridgeland stability [9]
or weak stability [53]. The arguments are almost parallel, except that we need one
technical result on the local description of the moduli stack of objects in the derived
category, proven for coherent sheaves in [25, Theorem 5.3]. Conjecture 1.3 in the
introduction is required to show the existence of a Lie algebra homomorphism (40) in
the derived category setting.

3.3 Generalized DT invariants on local P 2

The construction of generalized DT invariants also applies to the non-compact Calabi–
Yau 3–fold U D !P2 . Let Cohc.U / be the category of coherent sheaves on U with
compact supports, and set

ƒ WD Im
�
chW Coh.P2/ n f0g !H�.P2;Q/

�
:

Under the isomorphism (22), we have

ƒ�

(
.r; c;m/ 2 Z2˚ 1

2
Z W

r > 0 or
r D 0; c > 0 or
r D c D 0;m > 0

)
:
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By replacing Coh.X/ by Cohc.U / in Section 3.2, we obtain the invariant

DT.r; c;m/ 2Q

which counts Gieseker semistable sheaves9 F 2 Cohc.U / satisfying

ch.��F /D .r; c;m/:

Here .r; c;m/ 2 ƒ, and � is the projection (10). We also define DT.r; c;m/ for
elements .r; c;m/ …ƒ by

DT.r; c;m/ WD
�

DT.�r;�c;�m/ .r; c;m/ 2 �ƒ;

0 ˙.r; c;m/ …ƒ:

Remark 3.8 If .r; c;m/2�ƒ, then DT.r; c;m/ counts objects F Œ1�2Db.Coh0.U //
for semistable sheaves F 2 Coh0.U / with ch.��F /D�.r; c;m/.

Remark 3.9 By the Bogomolov inequality, the invariant DT.r; c;m/ is non-zero only
if c2 � 2rm.

Remark 3.10 If r > 0, the invariant DT.r; c;m/ coincides with the analogous invari-
ant obtained by replacing Gieseker stability with slope stability. See [57, Lemma 2.10].

Remark 3.11 For a Gieseker semistable sheaf F 2Cohc.U /, the sheaf F ˝OU .˙1/
is also Gieseker semistable. This implies

(42) DT.r; c;m/D DT
�
r; cC r;mC cC 1

2
r
�
:

We also have the following lemma:

Lemma 3.12 We have the equality

(43) DT.r; c;m/D DT.r;�c;m/:

Proof If r D 0 and c > 0, then the result follows since F 7! Ext1
P2
.F;OP2/ gives an

isomorphism between Mss.0; c;m/ and Mss.0; c;�m/. (For example, see the proof
of [43, Proposition 2.2].) Hence we may assume that r > 0. Let us set �D c=r and10

B� WD
�
F;Coh0.U /Œ�1� W

F 2 Cohc.U / is slope
semistable with slope �

�
ex
:

9Indeed, such sheaves are scheme-theoretically supported on the zero section of � , if r > 0 or r D 0 ,
c > 0 . See [57, Lemma 2.3].

10The slope function on F 2 Cohc.U / is defined by that of ��F . See Section 4.1.
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Let H.U / be the Hall algebra of Cohc.U /; it is Q–spanned by the symbols (37),
replacing Coh.X/ by the stack Cohc.U / of objects in Cohc.U /. We consider its
completion

yH.U / WD
Y

c2�2rm

H.r;c;m/.U /;

where H.r;c;m/.U / is the subspace of H.U / spanned by symbols (37) such that �.x/
for any x 2 X corresponds to an object E 2 Cohc.U / with ch.��E/ D .r; c;m/.
Similarly to Section 3.2, the moduli stacks of objects in B� , slope semistable sheaves
in Cohc.U / with slope �, and objects in Coh0.U /Œ�1� determine elements

ıB� ; ıM�
; ı0 2 yH.U /;

respectively. By the definition of B� , any object E 2 B� fits into an exact sequence

0! F !E!QŒ�1�! 0;

where F 2 Cohc.U / is a slope semistable sheaf with slope �, and Q 2 Coh0.U /.
This exact sequence is unique up to an isomorphism, hence we have the following
relation in yH.U /:

(44) .1C ıB�/D .1C ıM�
/� .1C ı0/:

Let ‰ be the autoequivalence of Db Cohc.U /, given by

‰.F /DRHomU .F;OU .3//Œ1�:

Then an object F 2Db Cohc.U / satisfies ch.��F /D .r; c;m/ if and only if

ch.��‰.F //D .r;�c;m/:

Moreover, the proof of [55, Lemma 9.1] shows that ‰ restricts to the equivalence
between B�� and B� . Replacing � by �� in (44) and applying ‰� , we obtain the
relation

(45) 1C ıB� D‰�.1C ıB��/D .1C ı0/�‰�.1C ıM��/:

We set �M�
D log.1CıM�

/ and �0D log.1Cı0/. The relations (44), (45) imply that

‰��M�� D log
�
exp.��0/� exp.�M�

/� exp.�0/
�
:

By the Baker–Campbell–Hausdorff formula, we obtain

(46) ‰��M�� D �M�
C

�
multiple commutators

of �M�
and �0

�
:
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Because �.F; F 0/ D 0 for any F;F 0 2 B� , the multiple-commutator parts of (46)
vanish after applying the integration map (40) for H.U /. By Remark 3.10, we obtain
the desired identity (43).

3.4 The invariants DT.r; c;m/ for r > 0

In this subsection, we review the work of [57]11 on the invariants DT.r; c;m/ with
r > 0. For r > 0, we define the generating series

(47) DT.r; c/ WD
X
m

DT.r; c;m/.�q
1
2r /c

2�2rm:

If the pair .r; c/ is coprime, then the series (47) is the generating series of Euler numbers
of moduli spaces of stable sheaves on P2 studied in the context of Vafa and Witten’s
S-duality conjecture [59]. We give some examples of the series (47).

Example 3.13 If r D 1, the work of Göttsche [20] on Hilbert schemes of points yields

(48) DT.1; c/D q
�.S/
24 �.q/��.S/:

Here �.q/D q1=24
Q
k�1.1� q

k/ is the Dedekind eta function.

Example 3.14 The case where rD2 and cD1 has been studied in several articles [28;
60; 61; 21; 35; 12; 32]. From these articles, one can show that

DT.2; 1/D q
1
4�.q/�6

1P
k2Z q

k2

X
.a;b/2.0;1=2/CZ2

a>b>0

.2a� 6b/qa
2�b2 :

Proposition 3.6 of [55] shows that the series DT.r; c/ satisfies a certain recursion
formula in terms of modular forms and theta-type series for indefinite lattices. In the
notation of that result, the recursion formula is

(49) DT.r; c/D
X

k�2; r1;:::;rk2Z�1
r1C���CrkDr

X
ˇ iD.ci ;ai /2NS<ri .

yP2/
1�i�k

X
G2G.k/

.�1/k

2k�1

�U
c;G

.r1;ˇ1/;:::;.rk ;ˇk/
.q/ �#r;1�c.q/

�1
kY
iD1

#ri ;ai .q/ �

kY
iD1

DT.ri ; ci /:

11More recently, Manschot [36] described a closed formula for the Betti numbers of moduli spaces of
semistable sheaves on P2 .
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We briefly explain the notation used in (49). Let

�W yP2! P2

be the blow-up at a point and C the exceptional locus of � . We identity Z2 with
NS.yP2/ via .x; y/ 7! x ���hCy � ŒC �. The set NS<r.yP2/ is a finite subset of NS.yP2/
given by

NS<r.yP2/ WD f.x; y/ 2 Z2 W 0� x < r; 0� y < rg:

The set G.k/ is a finite set of certain oriented graphs, defined by

(50) G.k/ WD

�
connected and simply connected oriented graphs
with vertices f1; 2; : : : ; kg; i ! j implies i < j

�
:

We also have the series (see [55, Definition 3.2])

(51) U
c;G

.r1;ˇ1/;:::;.rk ;ˇk/
.q/ WD

X
ˇi2NS.yP2/; ˇi�ˇ i .mod ri /

ˇ1C���CˇkD.c;1�c/

U.f.ri ; ˇi /g
m
iD1;H; FC/

�

Y
i!j inG

KyP2.rjˇi � ri ǰ /q
�
P
1�i<j�k

.rj ˇi�ri ǰ /
2

2rri rj :

The coefficient U.f.ri ; ˇi /gkiD1;H; FC/ 2 Q is Joyce’s combinatorial coefficient
(see [24, Definition 4.4]), which is complicated but explicit. The series (51) is a
sum of certain theta-type series for indefinite lattices which converges absolutely for
jqj< 1 (see [57, Proposition 3.3]). Finally, the series #r;a.q/ is a classical theta series

#r;a.q/ WD
X

.k1;:::;kr�1/2.a=r;:::;a=r/CZr�1

q
P
1�i�j�r�1 kikj :

The three sums in (49) are finite sums, and ri 2 Z�1 in the right-hand side of (49)
satisfies ri < r . By induction on r and the formula (48) for r D 1, we are in principle
able to compute DT.r; c;m/ for any r � 1 and c;m. By the convergence of the series
(51), the series (47) also converges absolutely for jqj< 1.

3.5 The invariants DT.0; c;m/ with c > 0

The r D 0 case was not treated in [55]. In this case, we can describe DT.0; c;m/ with
c > 0 in terms of stable pair invariants on X with curve classes proportional to Œl �, ie
stable pair invariants on !P2 (see Remark 3.3). Using the results of [54; 10], we have
the following lemma:
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Lemma 3.15 For c > 0 and 3cC 2m¤ 0, we have the identity

DT.0; c;m/

D

X
k�1;.cj ;nj /2Z2;1�j�k

.c1;n1/C���C.ck ;nk/D.c;
3
2
cCm/

2.�1/
3
2
cCm�k

.3cC 2m/k

� kY
jD1

Pnj ;cj Œl�.X/�

kY
jD1

P�nj ;cj Œl�.X/

�
:

Proof For n2Z and ˇ 2H2.X;Z/, let Nn;ˇ .X/2Q be the generalized DT invariant
on X given by12

Nn;ˇ .X/ WD DT.0; 0; ˇ; n/:

Since any one-dimensional sheaf F on X with ŒF �D cŒl� on X is supported on D ,
we have the equality

(52) DT.0; c;m/DN 3
2
cCm;cŒl�.X/:

By the results of [54; 10], we have the formula

(53) 1C
X

n2Z;c>0

Pn;cŒl�.X/q
ntc

D

Y
n>0;c>0

exp
�
.�1/n�1Nn;cŒl�.X/q

ntc
�n�X

n;c

Ln;cŒl�.X/q
ntc
�
:

Here Ln;cŒl�.X/ 2Q is a certain invariant, which satisfies Ln;cŒl�.X/D L�n;cŒl�.X/
and is zero for jnj� 0 for fixed c . By taking the logarithm of (53), replacing q by q�1

and taking the difference, we obtain the formulaX
n2Z;c>0

.�1/n�1nNn;cŒl�.X/q
ntc

D log
�
1C

X
n2Z;c>0

Pn;cŒl�.X/q
ntc
�
� log

�
1C

X
n2Z;c>0

Pn;cŒl�.X/q
�ntc

�
:

Here we have used the fact that Nn;cŒl�.X/DN�n;cŒl�.X/ (see [54, Lemma 4.3 (i)]).
Combined with (52), we obtain the desired identity.

Remark 3.16 By (42), one can replace DT.0; c;m/ with DT.0; c;mCkc/ for k 2Z
so that 3c C 2.mC kc/ ¤ 0 holds. Then applying Lemma 3.15, one can describe
DT.0; c;m/ in terms of Pn;cŒl�.X/ even if 3cC 2mD 0.

12The invariantNn;ˇ .X/ does not depend on the choice of an ample divisorH . See [25, Theorem 6.16].
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4 The space of weak stability conditions

Let X be a smooth projective Calabi–Yau 3–fold containing a divisor D Š P2 . In
this section, we construct a one-parameter family of weak stability conditions on a
triangulated category DX=Y associated to the birational contraction (5).

4.1 Tilting of Coh�d.X=Y /

For 0¤ F 2 Coh.P2/, let �.F / be its slope, given by

�.F / WD
c1.F / � h

rank.F /
2Q[f1g:

Here h D c1.OP2.1// and �.F / D 1 if rank.F / D 0. The above slope function
defines the notion of �–semistable sheaves on P2 in the usual way.

Let Coh�d .X=Y / be the abelian subcategory of Coh.X/ defined by (16). We define
the pair of subcategories .T�d ;F/ on Coh�d .X=Y / in the following way:

(54)
T�d WD

�
Coh�d .X/; i�T W

T 2 Coh.P2/ is �–semistable
with �.F / > �1

2

�
ex
;

F WD
�
i�F W

F 2 Coh.P2/ is �–semistable
with �.F /� �1

2

�
ex
:

In what follows, we assume that d 2 f0; 1g. We have the following lemma:

Lemma 4.1 The subcategories .T�d ;F/ form a torsion pair of Coh�d .X=Y /, ie
Hom.T�d ;F/D 0 and any object E 2 Coh�d .X=Y / fits into an exact sequence

(55) 0! T !E! F ! 0

for T 2 T�d , F 2 F .

Proof The condition Hom.T�d ;F/D 0 is obvious from the definition of .T�d ;F/.
We check the condition (55). For E 2 Coh�d .X=Y /, there is an exact sequence of
sheaves

(56) 0! T 0!E! F 0! 0;

where T 0 2 Coh�d .X/ and F 0 is pure two-dimensional (if it is non-zero) supported
on D . Note that any pure two-dimensional semistable sheaf on X supported on D is
scheme-theoretically supported on D (see [55, Lemma 2.3]). Therefore, by truncating
the Harder–Narasimhan filtration of F 0 , and combining the exact sequence (56), we
obtain the desired exact sequence (55).
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By taking the tilting (see [22]) with respect to the torsion pair .T�d ;F/, we obtain the
heart of a bounded t-structure on Db Coh�d .X=Y /:

B�d WD hF Œ1�; T�d iex �D
b Coh�d .X=Y /:

Note that we have
B0 D B�1\Db Coh0.X=Y /:

4.2 Relation of B�d and Coh�d.Y/

Let ˆ be the derived equivalence (11). Note that ˆ.Coh�d .Y// is the heart of a
bounded t-structure on Db Coh�d .X=Y / by the diagram (17). We set

(57)
T � WDˆ.Coh�d .Y//\B�d Œ1�;

F�
�d
WDˆ.Coh�d .Y//\B�d :

Note that T � does not depend on the choice of d 2 f0; 1g.

Proposition 4.2 The pair .T �;F�
�d
/ is a torsion pair of ˆ.Coh�d .Y// such that

B�d D hF
�

�d
; T �Œ�1�iex:

Proof Let HiB�d .�/ be the i th cohomology functor on Db Coh�d .X=Y / with respect
to the t-structure with heart B�d . The claim is equivalent to either one of the following
conditions (see [2, Proposition 2.3.2]):

HiB�d .ˆ.F //D 0; i ¤�1; 0; for any F 2 Coh�d .Y/;(58)

Hi .ˆ�1.F //D 0; i ¤ 0; 1; for any F 2 B�d :(59)

We first check (58) for d D 0. Since Coh0.Y/ is the extension closure of Ox for
x ¤ p and Sj with j D 0; 1; 2, we may assume that F is either one of the above
objects. Obviously (58) is satisfied for F DOx for x ¤ p . We have ˆ.Sj /D Tj by
Lemma 2.4, and the definition of Tj in (12) yields

T0 2 T0; T1 2 F Œ1�; T2 2 F Œ2�:

Therefore (58) is satisfied for F D Sj with 0� j � 2.

Next we prove (59) for d D 1. By definition, the category B�1 is the extension closure
of objects in B0 and objects in Coh�1.X/. Since (58) holds for d D 0, the condition
(59) also holds for d D 0. Therefore it is enough to show that the condition (59) holds
for any F 2 Coh�1.X/. Note that Hi .ˆ�1.F // is supported on p 2 Y for i ¤ 0,
and the subcategory of objects in Coh0.Y/ supported on p is generated by Sj for
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0� j � 2. Hence it is enough to check the vanishing of the following spaces for any
0� j � 2 and k > 0:

Hom.Sj Œk�; ˆ�1.F //Š Ext�j�kX .Tj Œ�j �; F /;(60)

Hom.ˆ�1.F /; Sj Œ�k� 1�/Š Extj�k�1X .F; Tj Œ�j �/:(61)

Here we have used Lemma 2.4. Since Tj Œ�j � is a sheaf, the space (60) obviously
vanishes as �j �k < 0 and (61) also vanishes for the same reason except when j D 2
and k D 1. If .j; k/D .2; 1/, the space (61) is Hom.F; T2Œ�2�/, which also vanishes
since T2Œ�2� is a pure two-dimensional sheaf. Therefore we obtain (59) for d D 1.

We have the following corollary of this proposition:

Corollary 4.3 For any pure one-dimensional F 2 Coh�1.Y/, we have ˆ.F / 2 B�1 .

Proof Since F 2Coh�1.Y/ is pure, we have Hom.T �; ˆ.F //D0. By Proposition 4.2,
we have ˆ.F / 2 F�

�1 � B�1 .

4.3 The abelian category AX=Y

We define the triangulated category DX=Y in the following way:

DX=Y WD hOX ;Db Coh�1.X=Y /itr �Db Coh.X/:

This triangulated category plays a crucial role in our main purpose. Let AX=Y be the
subcategory of DX=Y defined by

AX=Y WD hOX ;B�1Œ�1�iex � DX=Y :

We have the following lemma:

Lemma 4.4 There is a bounded t-structure on DX=Y whose heart is given by AX=Y .
In particular, AX=Y is an abelian category.

Proof Let F 0 be the subcategory of Coh.X/ defined by

F 0 WD fE 2 Coh.X/ W Hom.T�1; E/D 0g:

Since T�1 � Coh.X/ is closed under quotients and Coh.X/ is noetherian, the pair
.T�1;F 0/ forms a torsion pair of Coh.X/ (see [56, Lemma 2.15 (i)]). We set

(62) A WD hF 0; T�1Œ�1�iex �D
b Coh.X/:
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Note that A is the heart of a bounded t-structure on Db Coh.X/, and

A\Db Coh�1.X=Y /D B�1Œ�1�:

We apply Proposition 4.5 below for

DDDb Coh.X/; LDOX ; D0 DDb Coh�1.X=Y /; A0 D B�1Œ�1�:

It is obvious that A0 is closed under subobjects and quotients in A. The condition (63)
below is equivalent to the vanishings

Hom.OX ;F/D 0; Hom.T�1Œ�1�;OX /D 0:

The vanishing of Hom.OX ;F/ is equivalent to the vanishing of Hom.OX ; i�F / for
any �–semistable F 2 Coh.P2/ with �.F /��1

2
. This is equivalent to the vanishing

of Hom.OD; F /, which follows from the �–semistability of F and the inequalities

�.OD/D 0 > �12 � �.F /:

The vanishing of Hom.T�1Œ�1�;OX / is equivalent to the vanishings

Hom.GŒ�1�;OX /D 0; Hom.i�T Œ�1�;OX /D 0

for any G 2 Coh�1.X/ and �–semistable T 2 Coh.P2/ with �.T / > �1
2

. The
vanishing of Hom.GŒ�1�;OX / is equivalent to the vanishing of H 2.X;G/, which
is obvious. The vanishing of Hom.i�T Œ�1�;OX / is equivalent to the vanishing of
Hom.T; !P2/, which follows from the �–semistability of T and the inequalities

�.T / > �1
2
> �3D �.!P2/:

We have used the following result:

Proposition 4.5 [53, Proposition 3.6] Let D be a C–linear triangulated category and
A � D the heart of a bounded t-structure on D . Take L 2 A such that End.L/D C
and a full triangulated subcategory D0 � D satisfying the following conditions:

� The category A0 WDA\D0 is the heart of a bounded t-structure on D0 , which is
closed under subobjects and quotients in A.

� For any object F 2A0 , we have

(63) Hom.L; F /D Hom.F;L/D 0:

Let DL �D be the triangulated subcategory defined by DL WD hL;D0itr . Then AL WD
DL\A is the heart of a bounded t-structure on DL , which satisfies AL D hL;A0iex .
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Let C �Db Coh.X/ be the subcategory defined by

C WD hOX .rD/;Coh�1.X/Œ�1� W r 2 Ziex:

We will use the following lemmas on the abelian category AX=Y .

Lemma 4.6 The category C is a subcategory of AX=Y . In particular, for any r 2 Z
and a stable pair .OX s

!F / on X , we have

(64) OX .rD/˝ .OX s
!F / 2AX=Y :

Proof It is enough to check that OX .rD/2AX=Y for any r 2Z to show the inclusion
C�AX=Y . Obviously this holds for r D 0. If r > 0 , we have the distinguished triangle

OX ..r � 1/D/!OX .rD/!OD.�3r/:

Since OD.�3r/ 2 F �AX=Y , we have OX .rD/ 2AX=Y by induction on r . If r < 0,
we have the distinguished triangle

OD.�3r � 3/Œ�1�!OX .rD/!OX ..r C 1/D/:

Since OD.�3r � 3/Œ�1� 2 T�1Œ�1��AX=Y , we have OX .rD/ 2AX=Y by induction
on r . Hence C �AX=Y holds. By the distinguished triangle

OX .rD/˝F Œ�1�!OX .rD/˝ .OX s
!F /!OX .rD/;

the object (64) is an object in C , hence an object in AX=Y .

Lemma 4.7 For any E 2 AX=Y with rank.E/D 1, there is a filtration E1 � E2 �
E3 DE in AX=Y such that

(65) E1 2 F ; E2=E1 2 C; E=E2 2 T
pure
�1 Œ�1�:

Here T pure
�1 is the subcategory of T�1 consisting of pure two-dimensional sheaves.

Proof Recall that the category AX=Y is a subcategory of A defined by (62). By the
definition of A, there is an exact sequence

(66) 0! F !E! T Œ�1�! 0

in A for F 2 F 0 and T 2 T�1 . We have the exact sequences of sheaves

0! F 0! F ! F 00! 0;

0! T 0! T ! T 00! 0;

where F 0 is the torsion part of F and T 0 is the maximal subsheaf of T contained
in Coh�1.X/. Since E 2 AX=Y , the sheaf F 0 is supported on D , and satisfies
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Hom.T�1; F 0/ D 0. It follows that F 0 2 F , and also T 00 2 T pure
�1 holds by the

construction of T 0 . The sheaf F 00 is a torsion-free rank-one sheaf on X , whose
determinant is trivial outside D . Hence F 00 is written as OX .rD/˝IC for some r 2Z
and a subscheme C �X with dimC � 1. We set E1 D F 0 and E2 to be the kernel
of the composition in A

E� T Œ�1�� T 00Œ�1�:

Then E2=E1 fits into the exact sequence in A

0! F 00!E2=E1! T 0Œ�1�! 0:

Since F 00; T 0Œ�1� 2 C , we have E2=E1 2 C , showing that E� is a desired filtration.

We also have the following positivity lemma:

Lemma 4.8 For any E 2AX=Y , we have rank.E/� 0 and

(67) �2 ch2.E/� 2
3
D ch1.E/� 0:

Here, for ˇ 2H 4.X/, the inequality ˇ > 0 means that it is a numerical class of a cycle
on X with effective integral one.

Proof The first statement is obvious. For the second statement, note that F 2Coh.P2/
with ch.F /D .r; c;m/ satisfies

ch2.i�F /C 1
3
D ch1.i�F /D

�
1
2
r C c

�
Œl �:

Therefore, the positivity of (67) follows from the construction of AX=Y .

4.4 The abelian category AY

Let Y be the orbifold (7), which is derived equivalent to X . We define

DY WD hOY ;D
b Coh�1.Y/itr �Db Coh.Y/:

By Lemma 2.4 and the diagram (17), the equivalence (11) restricts to the equivalence

ˆW DY
�
�! DX=Y :

We define the following subcategory of DY :

AY WD hOY ;Coh�1.Y/Œ�1�iex � DY :
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Lemma 4.9 There is a bounded t-structure on DY whose heart is given by AY .

Proof In [53, Lemma 3.5], the same statement was proved for non-orbifold Calabi–
Yau 3–folds using Proposition 4.5. The same argument of [53, Lemma 3.5] applies
without any modification.

Lemma 4.10 For an orbifold stable pair .OY
s
!F / on Y , we have

(68) ˆ.OY
s
!F / 2 F] WDˆ.AY/\AX=Y :

Proof Since F is pure one-dimensional, we have ˆ.F /Œ�1� 2 F] by Corollary 4.3.
Then the result follows from the distinguished triangle

ˆ.F /Œ�1�!ˆ.OY
s
!F /!OX :

The category T � defined by (57) is a subcategory of ˆ.Coh�1.Y//, hence we have
T �Œ�1��ˆ.AY/. The relationship between AX=Y and AY is given as follows:

Lemma 4.11 The subcategory T �Œ�1��ˆ.AY/ fits into a torsion pair .T �Œ�1�;F]/
on ˆ.AY/ such that

AX=Y D hF]; T �Œ�2�iex:

Proof By Proposition 4.2, we have

ˆ.AY/� hAX=Y Œ1�;AX=Y iex:

Hence ˆ.AY/ and AX=Y are related by a tilting for some torsion pair of ˆ.AY/. The
free part is ˆ.AY/\AX=Y , which coincides with F] by its definition (68). The torsion
part is

ˆ.AY/\AX=Y Œ1�Dˆ.Coh�1.Y//Œ�1�\B�1 D T �Œ�1�:

Hence we obtain the result.

4.5 Weak stability conditions on DX=Y

We construct a one-parameter family of weak stability conditions on DX=Y in the sense
of [53], using the t-structures in the previous subsections. Let � be the free abelian
group defined by

� WD Im.K.DX=Y /!N.X//:

The map � !Z sending F to rank.F / has a splitting by 1 7! ŒOX �. Hence we have

(69) � Š Z˚N�1.X=Y /;
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and the natural map clW K.DX=Y /! � given by F 7! ŒF � is identified with the map

(70) cl.F /D .rank.F /; ŒF �� rank.F /ŒOX �/:

We set �0 DN0.X=Y / and �1 DN�1.X=Y /, so that we have the filtration

(71) 0D ��1 � �0 � �1 � �2 D �:

The subquotients of this filtration are described by the isomorphisms (see Remark 2.5):

(72) rankW �2=�1
�
�! Z; f�W �1=�0

�
�!N1.Y /; i�W K.P

2/
�
�! �0:

Here N1.Y /�H2.Y;Z/ is the subgroup generated by algebraic one-cycles on Y .

Let us take an element

(73) Z D fZj g
2
jD0 2

2Y
jD0

HomZ.�j =�j�1;C/:

For v 2 � , we take the unique j such that v 2 �j n�j�1 , and set

Z.v/ WDZj .v/ 2C:

Here v 2 �j =�j�1 is the class of v in �j =�j�1 . For E 2 DX=Y , we write Z.cl.E//
just as Z.E/ for simplicity.

Definition 4.12 [53] A weak stability condition on DX=Y with respect to the filtra-
tion �� is data .Z;A/, where Z is an element (73) and A� DX=Y is the heart of a
bounded t-structure satisfying

(74) Z.A n f0g/�H WD fr exp.��
p
�1/ W r > 0; 0 < � � 1g:

The data .Z;A/ should also satisfy other technical conditions, called the Harder–
Narasimhan property and support property (see [53, Section 2]).

An object E 2A is called Z–stable or Z–semistable if, for any subobject 0¤ F ¨E
in A, we have the inequality

argZ.F / < argZ.E=F / or argZ.F /� argZ.E=F /

in .0; ��, respectively. Similarly to the space of Bridgeland stability conditions [9], the
set of weak stability conditions Stab��.DX=Y / has a structure of a complex manifold
such that the forgetting map

Stab��.DX=Y /!
2Y

jD0

HomZ.�j =�j�1;C/
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sending .Z;A/ to Z is a local homeomorphism.

We fix  2
�
�
2
; �
�

and an ample divisor ! on Y . For t 2R, we construct

Zt D fZj;tg
2
jD0 2

2Y
jD0

HomZ.�j =�j�1;C/

via the isomorphisms (72) in the following way:

Z2;t W Z!C; R 7!R � exp. 
p
�1/;

Z1;t W N1.Y /!C; ˇ 7! �.ˇ �!/
p
�1;(75)

Z0;t W K.P
2/!C; F 7!

Z
P2
eh=2�t

p
�1 ch.F /:

Here hD c1.OP2.1//. For .r; c;m/ 2Q3 , we set

.yr; yc; ym/ WD
�
r; cC 1

2
r;mC 1

2
cC 1

8
r
�
:

If we write ch.F /D .r; c;m/ for F 2 K.P2/ via (22), then we have eh=2 ch.F /D
.yr; yc; ym/, and Z0;t .F / is written as

Z0;t .F /D ym�
1
2
t2yr � tyc

p
�1:

Lemma 4.13 The data
�t WD .Zt ;AX=Y /; t > 0

determine a one-parameter family of weak stability conditions on DX=Y with respect
to �� .

Proof We check that (74) holds. For non-zero E 2AX=Y , suppose that rank.E/¤ 0.
Then rank.E/ > 0, ŒE� 2 �2 n�1 and

Zt .E/D rank.E/ � exp. 
p
�1/ 2H:

If rank.E/ D 0, then we have E 2 B�1Œ�1�. If furthermore E … B0Œ�1�, then
ŒE� 2 �1 n�0 and �f� ch2.E/ is a numerical class of an effective one-cycle on Y .
Therefore

Zt .E/D�f� ch2.E/ �!
p
�1 2H:

Finally, if 0 ¤ E 2 B0Œ�1�, then we have Zt .E/ D Z0;t .E/. The construction of
Bridgeland stability conditions on local P2 in [1, Section 4] shows that .Z0;t ;B0Œ�1�/
determines a Bridgeland stability condition on Db Coh0.X=Y /. Hence we have
Z0;t .E/2H . The other properties (Harder–Narasimhan property, support property) are
checked in a straightforward way. For example, the same argument of [55, Lemma 3.4]
works.
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We now investigate the limiting point limt!C0 �t of the above weak stability conditions.
The following lemma shows that the one-parameter family in Lemma 4.13 connects the
large-volume limit point with the orbifold point, a similar picture obtained by Bayer
and Macrì [1] for the space of Bridgeland stability conditions on local P2 (see Figure 1
in Section 1.4).

Lemma 4.14 We have

�0 WD .Z0; ˆ.AY// 2 Stab��.DX=Y /;

and it coincides with limt!C0 �t .

Proof Let Tj , 0� j � 2, be the objects given by (12). A direct calculation shows that

(76)

Z0;t .T0Œ�1�/D�
1
8
C
1
2
t2C 1

2
t
p
�1;

Z0;t .T1Œ�1�/D�
3
4
� t2;

Z0;t .T2Œ�1�/D�
1
8
C
1
2
t2� 1

2
t
p
�1:

In particular, argZ0;0.Tj Œ�1�/D � . By Lemma 2.4, this implies that the pair

.Z0;0; ˆ.Coh0.Y//Œ�1�/

is a Bridgeland stability condition on Db Coh0.X=Y /. This fact together with the
same argument of Lemma 4.13 shows that �0 is an element of Stab��.DX=Y /. By
Lemma 4.11, ˆ.AY/ and AX=Y differ by a tilting, hence limt!C0 �t D �0 follows
from [53, Lemma 7.1].

5 Comparison of stable pair invariants

In this section, we relate rank-one �t–semistable objects for t � 1 with stable pairs
on X , and those for 0 < t � 1 with orbifold stable pairs on Y . We then apply the
Joyce–Song wall-crossing formula to derive a relationship between stable pair invariants
on X and those on Y .

5.1 Moduli stacks of semistable objects

Let M be the moduli stack of objects E 2Db Coh.X/ satisfying the condition

Ext<0.E;E/D 0:

By a result of Lieblich [33], the stack M is an Artin stack locally of finite type over C .
For R 2 Z�0 , let

Obj�R.AX=Y /�M
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be the substack of objects E 2AX=Y with rank.E/�R .

Lemma 5.1 The stack Obj�1.AX=Y / is an open substack of M. In particular, it is an
Artin stack locally of finite type over C .

Proof The proof is similar to [53, Lemma 3.15], so we just give a brief explanation.
Let A be the abelian category defined by (62). By the argument of [34], the torsion
pair on Coh.X/ which defines A forms a stack of torsion theories, which implies that
the stack Obj.A/ of objects in A is an open substack of M. Therefore it is enough to
show that the embedding

Obj�1.AX=Y /�Obj.A/

is an open immersion. For E 2AX=Y with rank.E/� 1, we have the exact sequence
in A

H0.E/!E!H1.E/Œ�1�

satisfying the following two conditions:
� The sheaf H0.E/ is torsion free on X nD .
� The determinant line bundle det.E/ is of the form OX .rD/ for some r 2 Z.

Conversely, if an object E 2A with rank.E/� 1 satisfies these two conditions, then
we have E 2 AX=Y . The openness of the former condition follows from the same
spectral sequence argument of [53, Lemma 3.15, Step 1], and the latter condition is
obviously open.

For t 2R>0 , R 2 f0; 1g and ˛ 2N�1.X=Y /, let

(77) Mt .R; ˛/�Obj�1.AX=Y /

be the substack of Zt–semistable objects E 2AX=Y satisfying cl.E/D .R; ˛/, where
cl is the map (70).

Proposition 5.2 Suppose that

.R; ˛/ 2 .0;N0.X=Y // or .1;N�1.X=Y //:

(i) The stack Mt .R; ˛/ is an Artin stack of finite type over C , such that (77) is an
open immersion.

(ii) There is a finite number of real numbers

0D t0 < t1 < � � �< tk�1 < tk D1

such that, for t 2 .ti�1; ti /, the stack Mt .R; ˛/ is constant and consists of
Zt–stable objects.
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Proof The proof follows from the same arguments in the author’s previous papers [55;
52]. We don’t repeat their details here, and just give a brief explanation in the RD 1
case. In both (i) and (ii) we use Lemma 4.8 instead of [55, Lemma 2.10].

(i) Following the proof of [55, Lemma 4.13(ii)], we can show that the set of objects in
Mt .1; ˛/ is bounded. Indeed, for any object ŒE� 2Mt .1; ˛/, one can take a filtration

E1 �E2 �E3 DE

as in Lemma 4.7. The object E2=E1 2 C also admits a filtration

F1 � F2 � F3 DE2=E1

such that F1 and F3=F2 are objects in Coh�1.X/Œ�1�, and F2=F1DOX .rD/. Using
Lemma 4.8, the Bogomolov inequality on P2 and the Zt–semistability of E , we can
bound the numbers of Harder–Narasimhan factors and numerical classes of E1; E3=E2 ,
F1 , F3=F2 . This implies the boundedness of objects in Mt .1; ˛/. The openness of
(77) follows from the boundedness of semistable objects by the same proof of [52,
Theorem 3.20].

(ii) We apply the same proof of [55, Proposition 9.7]. Let A 2 B�1Œ�1� be an object
satisfying the following conditions:

� There are t >0, ŒE�2Mt .1; ˛/ and an injection A,!E or a surjection E�A

in AX=Y .

� We have Zt .A/ 2R>0 exp.
p
�1 /.

Note that the second condition implies that A 2 B0Œ�1�. By taking the filtration of A
as in Lemma 4.7 and using the Bogomolov inequality on P2 , one can show that the
possible numerical classes for such A is a finite set. In particular, the possible t 2R is
also a finite set, giving the desired result.

The result of Proposition 5.2(ii) in particular shows that, for t 2R>0 n ft1; : : : ; tk�1g,
we have the C�–gerbe structure

(78) Mt .1; ˛/!Mt .1; ˛/

for an algebraic space Mt .R; ˛/ of finite type.

5.2 DT-type invariants

We define the DT-type invariants counting Zt–semistable objects E 2 AX=Y with
rank.E/� 1. We first define the rank-one invariants. Let us take

˛ 2N�1.X=Y /; t 2R>0 n ft1; : : : ; tk�1g;
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where ti is given in Proposition 5.2 for Mt .1; ˛/. We define

DTt .1; ˛/ WD
Z
Mt .1;˛/

� d�:

Here Mt .1; ˛/ is the coarse moduli space of Mt .1; ˛/ given in (78), and � is the
Behrend function on Mt .1; ˛/.

In the rank-zero case, there may be strictly �t–semistable objects even for a general t .
So we need to use the Hall algebra as in Section 3.2 to define the invariants. Let H 0.AX /
be the stack-theoretic Hall algebra of rank-zero objects in AX . As a Q–vector space,
it is spanned by isomorphism classes of symbols

Œ�W X !Obj0.AX /�;

where X is an Artin stack of finite type with affine geometric stabilizers and � is a
1–morphism. The relation is generated by (38) after replacing Coh.X/ by Obj0.AX /.
We also have the associative �–product on H 0.AX /, similarly to the �–product on
H.X/.

For ˛ 2N0.X=Y /, the stack Mt .0; ˛/ determines the element

ıt .0; ˛/ WD ŒMt .0; ˛/�Obj0.AX /� 2H 0.AX /:

We define the element �t .0; ˛/ 2H 0.AX / to be

�t .0; ˛/ WD
X

k�1; ˛1;:::;˛k2N0.X=Y /
argZ0;t .˛i /DargZ0;t .˛/

.�1/k�1

k
ıt .0; ˛1/� � � � � ıt .0; ˛k/:

Similarly to (40), we have the integration map … from the Lie algebra of elements
supported on virtual indecomposable objects in H 0.AX / to the Lie algebra

C 0.AX /D
M

˛2N0.X=Y /

Q � c˛

with bracket given by (39). The element �t .0; ˛/ is supported on virtual indecomposable
objects, and the invariant DTt .0; ˛/ 2Q is defined by

….�t .0; ˛//D�DTt .0; ˛/ � c˛:

It counts Zt–semistable objects E 2AX with cl.E/D .0; ˛/.
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5.3 The invariants DTt.R; ˛/ for t � 1 and 0 < t � 1

Let us take ˛ 2N�1.X=Y / and its Chern character ch.˛/ 2QŒD�˚H�4.X/. Note
that we can write .1; ch.˛// 2H�.X;Q/ as

.1; ch˛/D erD.1; 0;�ˇ;�n/

for some r 2 Z, ˇ 2H 4.X/ and n 2H 6.X/. By identifying H 4.X/ with H2.X/
and H 6.X/ with Q, we have the following proposition:

Proposition 5.3 For t � 0, we have Mt .1; ˛/ Š Pn.X; ˇ/. In particular, we have
DTt .1; ˛/D Pn;ˇ .X/ for t � 0.

Proof We first construct a morphism

(79) Mt .1; ˛/! Pn.X; ˇ/

for t � 0. Let us take an object ŒE� 2Mt .1; ˛/ and a filtration in AX=Y

E1 �E2 �E3 DE

as in Lemma 4.7. If E1 ¤ 0, it contradicts the Zt–stability of E for t � 0 as

lim
t!1

argZt .E1/D � >  D argZt .E/:

Therefore E1 D 0, and the same argument also shows E3=E2 D 0. It follows that
E 2 C . We take the distinguished triangle

H0.E/!E!H1.E/Œ�1�;

which is an exact sequence in C . Note that H0.E/ is of the form OX .rD/˝ IC for
a subscheme C � X with dimC � 1 and H1.E/ 2 Coh�1.X/. By the Zt–stability
of E for t � 0, the sheaf H1.E/ must be zero-dimensional, and the following holds:

Hom.Coh0.X/Œ�1�; E/D 0:

Therefore, applying [53, Lemma 3.11(iii)], we see that E is isomorphic to an object of
the form

(80) OX .rD/˝ .OX ! F /

for some stable pair .OX!F /2Pn.X; ˇ/. The morphism (79) is defined by sending E
to .OX ! F /.

Conversely, we construct a morphism

(81) Pn.X; ˇ/!Mt .1; ˛/
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for t � 0. For a stable pair .OX ! F / 2 Pn.X; ˇ/, the complex (80) is an object in
AX=Y by Lemma 4.6. We show that the object (80) is Zt–stable for t � 0. Let us
take an exact sequence in AX=Y

0! A!OX .rD/˝ .OX ! F /! B! 0;

with A;B ¤ 0. Then A or B is an object in B�1Œ�1�. Suppose that A 2 B�1Œ�1�.
We show that argZt .A/ <  holds for t � 0. If A … B0Œ�1�, then argZt .A/D �

2
,

and the claim is obvious. We may assume that A 2 B0Œ�1�. If H0.A/¤ 0, then it is a
pure two-dimensional sheaf, which implies Hom.H0.A/; C/D 0 by the definition of C .
This is a contradiction, as H0.A/ is a subobject of (80) in AX=Y . Hence H0.A/D 0
and A 2 T0Œ�1� holds. Then we have

lim
t!1

argZt .A/D 0 <  :

A similar argument shows that argZt .B/ >  for t � 0 if B 2 B�1Œ�1�, and we
conclude that the object (80) is Zt–stable for t � 0. The morphism (80) is defined by
sending .OX ! F / to the object (80). The morphisms (79), (81) are inverse to each
other, hence they are isomorphisms.

Proposition 5.4 For 0 < t � 1, we have Mt .1; ˛/Š P.Y;�ˆ�1� .˛//. In particular,
we have DTt .1; ˛/D P�ˆ�1� .˛/.Y/.

Proof We first note that an object E 2 AX=Y with rank.E/ D 1 is Zt–stable for
0< t� 1 if and only if E 2ˆ.AY/ and it is Z0–stable. This statement is an immediate
consequence of Lemma 4.14, together with the fact that any rank-one Z0–semistable
object in ˆ.AY/ is Z0–stable. The latter fact holds since there is no rank-zero object
F 2 ˆ.AY/ with argZ0.F / D  . Therefore it is enough to show that a rank-one
object E 2ˆ.AY/ is Z0–stable if and only if it is isomorphic to an object of the form

(82) ˆ.OY ! F /

for an orbifold stable pair .OY ! F / on Y .

Let us take a Z0–stable object EDˆ.G/2ˆ.AY/ with rank.E/D1. By the definition
of AY , there is a filtration in AY

(83) G1 �G2 �G3 DG

satisfying the following:

G1 2 Coh�1.Y/Œ�1�; G2=G1 DOY ; G3=G2 2 Coh�1.Y/Œ�1�:
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By the Z0–stability of E , we have G3=G2 2 Coh0.Y/Œ�1�, hence the sequence

0!OY !G3=G1!G3=G2! 0

splits. This implies that we can replace the filtration (83) so that G3=G2 D 0 holds.
Hence G is isomorphic to a two-term complex of the form .OY

s
! F / with F 2

Coh�1.Y/. By the Z0–stability of E , we have

Hom.Coh0.Y/Œ�1�; E/D 0;

hence F must be a pure one-dimensional sheaf on Y . The Z0–stability of E also
implies that the cokernel of s is zero-dimensional. It follows that .OY

s
! F / is an

orbifold stable pair, and E is isomorphic to an object of the form (82).

Conversely, let us take an object (82). We take an exact sequence in ˆ.AY/

0! A!ˆ.OY ! F /! B! 0

with A;B ¤ 0. Note that either A or B is an object of ˆ.Coh�1.Y//Œ�1�. Suppose
that A is an object of ˆ.Coh�1.Y//Œ�1�. Since .OY ! F / is an orbifold stable pair,
there is no non-zero morphism from an object in ˆ.Coh0.Y//Œ�1� to the object (82).
Therefore A …ˆ.Coh0.Y//Œ�1�, which implies that

argZ0.A/D �
2
<  :

Suppose that B is an object of ˆ.Coh�1.Y//Œ�1�. Then we have B 2ˆ.Coh0.Y//Œ�1�
as .OY ! F / is an orbifold stable pair. Hence argZ0.B/ >  , and the object (82) is
Z0–stable.

Finally, in this subsection, we investigate the rank-zero DT-type invariants:

Proposition 5.5 Suppose that ˛ 2N0.X=Y / is written as ˛D�i�˛0 for ˛0 2K.P2/
with ch.˛0/D .r; c;m/. If ycD cC 1

2
r > 0, we have the following equality for t� 0:

(84) DTt .0; ˛/D DT.r; c;m/:

Proof First suppose that r > 0 or r D 0; c > 0. Then a well-known argument shows
that an object E 2 B0Œ�1� with numerical class ˛ is Z0;t–semistable for t � 0 if and
only if EŒ1� is a Gieseker semistable sheaf. For example, the proof of this fact for K3
surfaces in [51, Proposition 6.4, Lemma 6.5] works without any major modification.
Also, similarly to those results, this fact also holds for every Z0;t–stable factor of E . By
the definition of B0 , the sheaf EŒ1� is supported on D . Since the formal neighborhood
of D �X is isomorphic to the formal neighborhood of the zero section of !P2! P2 ,
we obtain the identity (84).
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Next suppose that r < 0. Then an object E 2 B0Œ�1� with numerical class ˛ is
Z0;t–semistable for t� 0 if and only if D.E/Œ1� is a Gieseker semistable sheaf on P2 ,
where D.�/ D RHom.�;OX / is the dualizing functor. This fact also follows from
a well-known argument: the object D.E/ has numerical class �i�˛1 for ch.˛1/ D
�e�3h.r;�c;m/, and the argument of [55, Proposition 9.5] shows that D.E/ is also
Bridgeland semistable near the large-volume limit in a tilted heart. Hence the above
argument for the r > 0 case shows that D.E/Œ1� is Gieseker semistable. It is easy to
see that the same fact also holds for every Z0;t–stable factor of E . Therefore we have
the identity

DTt .0; ˛/D DT.e�3h.r;�c;m//

for t � 0. Then the desired identity follows from (42) and (43).

5.4 Combinatorial coefficients

In this subsection, we recall Joyce’s combinatorial coefficients, which appear in our wall-
crossing formula, and give their explicit description. Although these coefficients are
combinatorially complicated, they naturally appear from the Hall algebra identities com-
ing from Harder–Narasimhan filtrations, and their inversion formulas. We refer to [24,
Section 4] for the derivation of these coefficients from the identities in the Hall algebra.

For d 2 f0; 1g, we define the following positive cone:

NC
�d
.X=Y / WD Im

�
B�d !N�d .X=Y /

�
n f0g:

We also define

KC.P2/ WD
˚
E 2K.P2/ W i�E 2N

C
0 .X=Y /

	
;

�C WD Z�0˚f�N
C
�1.X=Y /[f0gg n f.0; 0/g:

The cone �C coincides with the image of non-zero objects in AX=Y under the map (70).
Hence, for v 2 �C , the argument argZt .v/ 2 .0; �� is well-defined. For v; v0 2 �C ,
we write

Z1.v/�Z1.v
0/ or ZC0.v/�ZC0.v

0/

if argZt .v/ > argZt .v0/ holds for t � 0 or 0 < t � 1, respectively.

Definition 5.6 [24, Definition 4.2] For v1; : : : ; vk 2 �C , suppose that either (85) or
(86) holds for each i D 1; : : : ; k� 1:

Z1.vi /�Z1.viC1/ and ZC0.v1C � � �C vi /�ZC0.viC1C � � �C vk/;(85)

Z1.vi /�Z1.viC1/ and ZC0.v1C � � �C vi /�ZC0.viC1C � � �C vk/:(86)
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Then define

(87) S.fv1; : : : ; vkg; Z1; ZC0/ WD .�1/
a;

where a is the number of i D 1; : : : ; k � 1 satisfying (85). If neither (85) nor (86)
holds for some i , we define S.fv1; : : : ; vkg; Z1; ZC0/D 0.

Let �.x/ be the function on R defined by

(88) �.x/ WD

�
1 x > 0;

�1 x � 0:

We can also write (87) in the following way:

(89)
1

2k�1
lim
"!C0

k�1Y
iD1

˚
�
�
argZ1=".vi /� argZ1=".viC1/

�
� �
�
argZ".v1C � � �C vi /� argZ".viC1C � � �C vk/

�	
:

Definition 5.7 [24, Definition 4.4] For v1; : : : ; vk 2 �C , we define

(90) U.fv1; : : : ; vkg; Z1; ZC0/ WD
X

1�k00�k0�k

X
 W f1;:::;kg!f1;:::;k0g
 0W f1;:::;k0g!f1;:::;k00g

k00Y
aD1

S.fv
�
i gi2 

0�1.a/; Z1; ZC0/
.�1/k

00
�1

k00

k0Y
bD1

1

j �1.b/jŠ
:

Here  ,  0 , v�i are as follows:

�  and  0 are non-decreasing surjective maps.

� For 1� i; j � k with  .i/D  .j /, we have Z1.vi /DZ1.vj /.

� For 1� i; j � k00 , we have

(91) ZC0

� X
a2 �1 

0�1.i/

va

�
DZC0

� X
a2 �1 

0�1.j /

va

�
:

� The elements v�i 2 �
C for 1� i � k0 are defined to be

(92) v
�
i D

X
j2 �1.i/

vj :

We also define the following more explicit function:
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Definition 5.8 Suppose that 1� e � k and .rj ; cj ; mj / 2Q3 for 1� j � k , j ¤ e
are given. If ycj D cj C 1

2
rj > 0 holds for all j ¤ e , we define

U.f.rj ; cj ; mj /gj¤e/ WD(93)

lim
"!C0

X
non-decreasing  W f1;:::;kg�f1;:::;k0g

e0WD .e/; �1.e0/Dfeg; .i/D .j / implies vi�vj

1

2k
0�1

k0Y
iD1

1

j �1.i/jŠ

�

Y
i<e0�1

�
�

�
r
�
iC1

c
�
iC1

�
r
�
i

c
�
i

C "

�
m
�
i

c
�
i

�
m
�
iC1

c
�
iC1

��
� �

� iX
jD1

m
�
j

��

�

�
�.�r

�
e0�1/� �

�e0�1X
jD1

m
�
j

��
�

�
��.�r

�
e0C1/C �

� k0X
jDe0C1

m
�
j

��

�

Y
i>e0

�
�

�
r
�
iC1

c
�
iC1

�
r
�
i

c
�
i

C "

�
m
�
i

c
�
i

�
m
�
iC1

c
�
iC1

��
C �

� k0X
jDiC1

m
�
j

��
:

Here � is the function (88), vi � vj means vi D avj for some a 2Q>0 , and

.r
�
i ; c

�
i ; m

�
i / WD

X
j2 �1.i/

�
rj ; cj C

1
2
rj ; mj C

1
2
cj C

1
8
rj
�
; 1� i � k0:

In the following lemma, we relate (90) with the function (93):

Lemma 5.9 For v1; : : : ;vk2�C, suppose that there is 1�e�k such that rank.ve/>0
and rank.vj /D 0 for j ¤ e .

(i) If (90) is non-zero, then vj is written as .0;�i� j̨ / for j̨ 2K
C.P2/ satisfying

ch. j̨ /D .rj ; cj ; mj / with ycj D cj C 1
2
rj > 0.

(ii) In the notation of (i), we have the identity

(94) U.fv1; : : : ; vkg; Z1; ZC0/D U.f.rj ; cj ; mj /gj¤e/:

Proof Note that limt!C0 argZt .v/ is either 0 or �
2

or � for any v 2 �C with
rank.v/D 0, while argZt .v/D  for any t > 0 if rank.v/ > 0. This implies that the
equality (91) never happens for i ¤ j , hence we have k00 D 1. For the same reason,
Z1.vj /DZ1.ve/ never happens for j ¤ e , hence the map  in (90) should satisfy
 �1 .e/Dfeg. Also, for rank-zero v; v0 2�C , it is easy to see that Z1.v/DZ1.v0/
is equivalent to the equality v0 D av for some a 2Q>0 .
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(i) By the above observations, it is enough to prove (i) assuming S.fvigkiD1; Z1; ZC0/
is non-zero. For j ¤ e , we have vj 2 N�1.X=Y / as rank.vj / D 0. Suppose that
vj …N0.X=Y / for some j ¤ e . If j < e , then for each j � j 0 < e , we have

�
2
D argZt .v1C � � �C vj 0/ < argZt .vj 0C1C � � �C vk/D  

for any t > 0. Hence Z1.vj 0/�Z1.vj 0C1/ should hold. This implies that
�
2
D argZt .vj / > argZt .ve/D  

for t � 0, which is a contradiction. A similar argument also leads to a contradiction if
j >e . Hence we have vj 2N0.X=Y / for any j ¤ e , and can write vj D .0;�i� j̨ / for
some j̨ 2K

C.P2/. If we write ch. j̨ /D .rj ; cj ; mj /, then ycj � 0 by the definition
of KC.P2/. If ycj D 0 for some j ¤ e , then argZ0;t .vj / D � for any t > 0, and
an argument similar to the one above leads to a contradiction. Therefore ycj > 0 for
any j ¤ e .

(ii) Noting the observations before the proof of (i), the identity (94) is obtained by a
direct computation of S.fv�i g

k0

iD1; Z1; ZC0/ through the description (89). For instance,
if i < e0 , one computes

lim
"!C0

�
�
argZ".v

�
1C � � �C v

�
i /� argZ".v

�
iC1C � � �C v

�

k
/
�

D lim
"!C0

�

�
arg
� iX
jD1

�m
�
j C

1
2
"2r

�
j C "c

�
j

p
�1

�
� 

�

D �

� iX
jD1

m
�
j

�
:

The other values which appear in (89) can be computed in a similar way.

We finally define the following function, which appears as a wall-crossing coefficient
in the next subsection.

Definition 5.10 In the same situation of Definition 5.8, suppose that we are also given
r 2 Z and ˇ 2H2.X/. We define

f .f.rj ; cj ; mj /gj¤e; r; ˇ/ WD
X

G2G.k/

1

2k�1
U.f.rj ; cj ; mj /gj¤e/

�

Y
a!e or
e!a inG

�.e� a/
�
raCmaC 3rca � raDˇC

3
2
caC

9
2
rraC

9
2
r2ra

�
�

Y
a!b inG
a;b¤e

3.racb � rbca/:

Here G.k/ is the set of graphs defined by (50).
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5.5 Wall-crossing formula

Combined with the results so far, we prove our main result.

Theorem 5.11 Suppose that Conjecture 1.3 holds. Then for any  2 N�1.Y/, we
have the formula

(95) P .Y/D
X

.n;ˇ/2Z˚H2.X;Z/

� X
k�1
1�e�k

X
.rj ;cj ;2mj /2Z3; 1�j�k; j¤e; r2Z

2cjCrj>0; c
2
j
�2rjmj ; satisfying (96)

.�1/k�1C
P
a¤e raCmaCrca�raDˇC

3
2
caC

rra
2
C
r2ra
2
C
P
a<b;a;b¤e racb�rbca

�f .f.rj ; cj ; mj /gj¤e; r; ˇ/ �
Y
j¤e

DT.rj ; cj ; mj /
�
Pn;ˇ .X/:

Here f .f.rj ; cj ; mj /gj¤e; r; ˇ/ is given in Definition 5.10, and the condition (96) is

(96) .1;� ch.ˆ�//D erD.1; 0;�ˇ;�n/

�

X
j¤e

�
0; rj ŒD�;

�
3
2
rj C cj

�
Œl �; 3

2
rj C

3
2
cj Cmj

�
:

Proof Under Conjecture 1.3, we can apply the same wall-crossing formula in [25,
Theorem 5.18] to the one-parameter family of weak stability conditions �t for t 2R>0 .
For any  2N�1.Y/, we obtain

(97) lim
t!C0

DTt .1;�ˆ�/D lim
t!1

X
k�1;v1;:::;vk2�

C

v1C���CvkD.1;�ˆ�/

X
G2G.k/

.�1/k�1C
P
a<b �.va;vb/

2k�1

�U.fv1; : : : ; vkg; Z1; ZC0/
Y
a!b
inG

�.va; vb/

kY
jD1

DTt .vj /:

By Lemma 4.8, there is a unique 1� e � k such that rank.ve/D 1 and rank.vj /D 0
for j ¤ e . Therefore, by Lemma 5.9, vj is written as .0;�i� j̨ / for j̨ 2K

C.P2/
with ch. j̨ /D .rj ; cj ; mj /, cj C 1

2
rj > 0. For a; b ¤ e , we have

�.va; vb/D 3.racb � rbca/

by (21) and (23). Also, if we write ch.ve/ as erD.1; 0;�ˇ;�n/, then we have

�.va; ve/D raCmaC 3rca � raDˇC
3
2
caC

9
2
rraC

9
2
r2ra:
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The equality v1C� � �CvkD .1;�ˆ�/ is equivalent to the equality of Chern characters

ch.v1/C � � �C ch.vk/D .1;� ch.ˆ�//;

which coincides with the condition (96) by (23). Applying the above computations to
(97), noting Remark 3.9 and using Propositions 5.3, 5.4, 5.5 and Lemma 5.9, we obtain
the desired formula.

Remark 5.12 By the finiteness of walls in Proposition 5.2, the sum in (95) must be a
finite sum. It is also straightforward to check that, for a fixed  2 N�1.Y/, there is
only a finite number of .n; ˇ/, r 2 Z, k � 1 and f.rj ; cj ; 2mj /gj¤e � Z3 satisfying
(96) and the conditions

cj C
1
2
rj > 0; c2j � 2rjmj ; U.f.rj ; cj ; mj /gj¤e/¤ 0:

Remark 5.13 If r¤0, the invariant DT.r; c;m/ is computed by the recursion formula
(49). Also, the invariant DT.0; c;m/ for c ¤ 0 is described by polynomials of stable
pair invariants on X by Lemma 3.15. Hence the formula (95) describes PT .Y/ in
terms of polynomials of stable pair invariants on X , in principle.

If we restrict the curve class to be of the form cŒl� for c > 0 and a line l � D , we
obtain the following relationship between stable pair invariants and generalized DT
invariants on local P2 :

Corollary 5.14 Suppose that Conjecture 1.3 holds. Then for any positive integer c
and n 2 Z, we have the formula

(98) Pn;cŒl�.X/D
X

.n0;c0/2Z2

0�c0<c

� X
k�1
1�e�k

X
.rj ;cj ;2mj /2Z3; 1�j�k; j¤e; rWD

P
j¤e rj

2cjCrj>0; c
2
j
�2rjmj ; satisfying (99)

.�1/kCn�n
0Crc0CrcC 3

2
r3� 1

2
rC

P
a<b;a;b¤e racb�rbca

�f .f.rj ; cj ; mj /gj¤e; r; c
0Œl �/ �

Y
j¤e

DT.rj ; cj ; mj /
�
Pn0;c0Œl�.X/:

Here the condition (99) is

(99)

c D c0C 3
2
r2C r C

X
j¤e

�
1
2
rj C cj

�
;

nD n0� 3
2
r3C

�
3
2
� 3c0

�
r C

X
j¤e

�
3
2
cj Cmj

�
:
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Proof We apply Theorem 5.11 for  2N0.Y/ such that ˆ� 2N0.X=Y / corresponds
to .cŒl�; n/ under the map (34). Then P .Y/D 0 by the definition of orbifold stable
pairs. In the right-hand side of (95), there is a unique term with r D 0 and kD 1 which
gives Pn;cŒl�.X/. The condition (96) determines r by r D

P
j¤e rj , and the condition

(96) for ˇ D c0Œl � is equivalent to the condition (99), which implies c0 < c .

Remark 5.15 The formula (98) is a recursion formula for stable pair invariants on
local P2 in terms of generalized DT invariants on it. By solving the recursion, one can
in principle describe the stable pair invariants on local P2 in terms of generalized DT
invariants on it with possibly non-zero rank.

Example 5.16 Let us consider the c0 D c � 1 term of (98). Using the Bogomolov
inequality in Remark 3.9, we see that there are three kinds of contributions:

(i) k D 2 and f.rj ; cj ; mj /gj¤e D
˚�
0; 1; n�n0� 2

3

�	
with n0 < n� 1.

(ii) k D 2 and f.rj ; cj ; mj /gj¤e D
˚�
�1; 1; 1

2

�	
.

(iii) k D 3 and f.rj ; cj ; mj /gj¤e D
˚
.1; 0; 0/;

�
�1; 1; 1

2

�	
.

The corresponding invariants DT.rj ; cj ; mj / are given by

(100) DT.0; 1;�/D 3; DT.1; 0; 0/D DT
�
�1; 1; 1

2

�
D 1:

By computing f .f.rj ; cj ; mj /gj¤e/, we obtain

Pn;cŒl�.X/DX
n0<n�1

.�1/n�n
0�13.n�n0/Pn0;.c�1/Œl�.X/C .�1/

c�13cPn�3cC2;.c�1/Œl�.X/

C .�9c2C 6cC 3/Pn�1;.c�1/Œl�.X/C .terms of Pn0;c0Œl�.X/ with c0 � c � 2/:

In particular, one obtains Pn;Œl�.X/ D 3.�1/n�1n from the above formula. This is
compatible with the fact that Pn.X; Œl�/ is a Pn�1–bundle over P2 .

Example 5.17 In the c0 D c � 2 term of (98), we see that the possible contributions
of f.rj ; cj ; mj /gj¤e are as follows:

(i) k D 2 and f.0; 2;m/;m 2 Z�0g, f.�1; 2;�2/g, f.�1; 2;�1/g.

(ii) k D 3 and˚�
0; 1;m� 1

2

�
;
�
0; 1;m0� 1

2

�
Wm;m0 2 Z>0

	
;˚�

0; 1;m� 1
2

�
;
�
�1; 1;�1

2

�
Wm 2 Z>0

	
;

f.�2; 2; 1/; .1; 0; 0/g; f.�2; 2; 1/; .2; 0; 0/g;
˚�
�1; 1;�1

2

�
;
�
1; 1;�1

2

�	
;

f.�1; 2;�2/; .1; 0; 0/g; f.�1; 2;�1/; .1; 0; 0/g;
˚�
1; 1; 1

2

�
;
�
�1; 1;�1

2

�	
:
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(iii) k D 4 and ˚�
0; 1;m� 1

2

�
;
�
�1; 1;�1

2

�
; .1; 0; 0/ Wm 2 Z�0

	
;˚

.1; 0; 0/;
�
�1; 1;�1

2

�
;
�
�1; 1;�1

2

�	
:

(iv) k D 5 and
˚
.1; 0; 0/; .1; 0; 0/;

�
�1; 1;�1

2

�
;
�
�1; 1;�1

2

�	
.

Using (42), the invariants DT.rj ; cj ; mj / are computed by (100), together with

DT.2; 0; 0/D 1
4
; DT.1; 0;�1/D 3; DT.0; 2; 0/D�6; DT.0; 2; 1/D�21

4
:

The latter two invariants are computed using Lemma 3.15.

5.6 Constraints on stable pair invariants

In this subsection, we derive a non-trivial relationship among stable pair invariants
induced by the Seidel–Thomas twist along OD . As in Section 2.4, we assume that
there is an L 2 Pic.X/ such that i�L Š OP2.1/. Similarly to DX=Y and DY , we
define triangulated categories DL

X=Y
;DL�

Y to be

DL
X=Y
WD hL;Db Coh�1.X=Y /itr �Db Coh.X/;

DL�
Y WD hL

�;Db Coh�1.Y/itr �Db Coh.Y/:

Here L� is the line bundle on Y given by ˆ�1.L/, as we defined in (26). The existence
of a line bundle L is required to define the categories DL

X=Y
and DL�

Y . Note that the
equivalence ˆ restricts to the equivalence between DL�

Y and DL
X=Y

. We also define

AL
X=Y
WD hL;B�1Œ�1�iex � DL

X=Y ;

AL�
Y WD hL

�;Coh�1.Y/Œ�1�iex � DL�
Y :

Lemma 5.18 There are bounded t-structures on DL
X=Y

and DL�
Y , whose hearts are

AL
X=Y

and AL�
Y , respectively.

Proof For AL
X=Y

, we follow the same proof of Lemma 4.4. Applying Proposition 4.5 for

DDDb Coh.X/; LD L; D0 DDb Coh�1.X=Y /; A0 D B�1Œ�1�;

it is enough to check the vanishings

Hom.L; i�F /D 0; Hom.i�T Œ�1�;L/D 0

for �–semistable F 2Coh.P2/ with �.F /��1
2

and �–semistable T 2Coh.P2/ with
�.T / > �1

2
. Using i�LŠ OP2.1/, these vanishings hold by the same computation
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of Lemma 4.4. As for AL�
Y , the statement obviously follows from Lemma 4.9 since

AL�
Y DAY ˝L� .

We define the group homomorphism

clLW K.DL
X=Y /! �

via the isomorphism (69) in the following way:

clL.F / WD .rank.F /; ŒF �� rank.F /ŒL�/:

Let �� be the filtration defined by (71), and Zt the collection of group homomorphisms
defined by (75). Similarly to Lemma 4.13 and Lemma 4.14, one can show that

�L
t WD .Zt ;A

L
X=Y /; t > 0

determine a one-parameter family of weak stability conditions on DL
X=Y

with respect
to .��; clL/ such that

lim
t!C0

�L
t D .Z0; ˆ.A

L�
Y //:

Proposition 5.19 (i) An object F 2AL
X=Y

with rank.F /D 0 is Zt–semistable if
and only if F 2AX=Y and it is Zt–semistable.

(ii) For t � 1, an object E 2 AL
X=Y

with rank.E/ D 1 is Zt–stable for t � 0 if
and only if E is isomorphic to an object

(101) OX .rD/˝L˝ .OX ! F /

for r 2 Z and a stable pair .OX ! F / on X .

(iii) For 0< t�1, an object E 2AL
X=Y

with rank.E/D1 is Zt–stable for 0< t�1

if and only if E is isomorphic to an object

(102) ˆ.L�˝ .OY ! F //

for an orbifold stable pair .OY ! F /.

Proof (i) is obvious. As for (ii), let CL be the subcategory of Db Coh.X/ defined by

CL WD hL.rD/;Coh�1.X/Œ�1� W r 2 Ziex:

Then we have the same statements of Lemma 4.6 and Lemma 4.7 after replacing AX=Y
and C by AL

X=Y
and CL , respectively. Also, objects of the form (101) are objects in CL ,

and the identical argument of Proposition 5.3 shows that the objects (101) coincide
with the set of rank-one Zt–stable objects for t� 0 up to isomorphisms. The proof of
(iii) is also identical to Proposition 5.4, after replacing OY by L� .
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Similarly to the definition of f .f.rj ; cj ; mj /gj¤e; r; ˇ/, we set

g.f.rj ; cj ; mj /gj¤e; r; ˇ/ WD
X

G2G.k/

1

2k�1
U.f.rj ; cj ; mj /gj¤e/

�

Y
a!e or
e!a inG

�.e� a/
�
maC

1
2
caC 3rca � raDˇC

9
2
rraC

9
2
r2ra

�
�

Y
a!b inG
a;b¤e

3.racb � rbca/:

Theorem 5.20 Suppose that Conjecture 1.3 holds. Then for any element u 2QŒD�˚
H�4.X;Q/, we have the formula

(103)
X
.n;ˇ/2

Z˚H2.X;Z/

� X
k�1
1�e�k

X
.rj ;cj ;2mj /2Z3; 1�j�k; j¤e; r2Z

2cjCrj>0; c
2
j
�2rjmj ; satisfying (104)

.�1/kC
P
j¤e rjCmjCrcj�rjDˇC

3
2
cjC

rrj
2
C
r2ra
2
C
P
a<b;a;b¤e racb�rbca

�f .f.rj ; cj ; mj /gj¤e; r; ˇ/ �
Y
j¤e

DT.rj ; cj ; mj /
�
Pn;ˇ .X/

D

X
.n;ˇ/2

Z˚H2.X;Z/

� X
k�1
1�e�k

X
.rj ;cj ;2mj /2Z3; 1�j�k; j¤e; r2Z

2cjCrj>0; c
2
j
�2rjmj ; satisfying (105)

.�1/kC
P
j¤emjC

1
2
cjCrcjCrjDˇC

rrj
2
C
r2rj
2
C
P
a<b;a;b¤e racb�rbca

�g.f.rj ; cj ; mj /gj¤e; r; ˇ/ �
Y
j¤e

DT.rj ; cj ; mj /
�
Pn;ˇ .X/:

Here the conditions (104), (105) are

.1;�u/D erD.1; 0;�ˇ;�n/(104)

�

X
j¤e

�
0; rj ŒD�;

�
3
2
rj C cj

�
Œl �; 3

2
rj C

3
2
cj Cmj

�
;

ec1.L/� .0;‚]u/D e
rDCc1.L/.1; 0;�ˇ;�n/(105)

�

X
j¤e

�
0; rj ŒD�;

�
3
2
rj C cj

�
Œl �; 3

2
rj C

3
2
cj Cmj

�
;

and ‚] is given by (32), ie

‚].rŒD�; ˇ; n/D
��
5
2
r CˇD

�
ŒD�; ˇC

�
13
4
r C 3

2
ˇD

�
Œl �; nC 11

4
r C 3

2
ˇDC c1.L/ˇ

�
:
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Proof Similarly to the proof of Theorem 5.11, we apply the Joyce–Song wall-crossing
formula to the one-parameter family of weak stability conditions �L

t for t 2R>0 . For
t� 0, the rank-one invariants count objects of the form (101), whose Chern characters
are given by

ch
�
OX .rD/˝L˝ .OX ! F /

�
D erDCc1.L/.1; 0;�ˇ;�n/

where .OX ! F / 2 Pn.X; ˇ/. For 0 < t � 1, the rank-one invariants count objects
of the form (102), whose Chern characters are given by

ch
�
ˆ.L�˝ .OY ! F //

�
D ch

�
L!ˆ.L�˝F /

�
D ec1.L/� chˆ.L�˝F /

D ec1.L/� .0;‚] ch.ˆ�//;

where .OY ! F / 2 P.Y; /. Here we have used the diagrams (30) and (31).

Let us take va D �i�˛a 2 N0.X=Y / for ˛a 2 KC.P2/ with ch.˛a/ D .ra; ca; ma/
and ve 2N.X/ with ch.ve/D erDCc1.L/.1; 0;�ˇ;�n/. Using (21), we have

�.va; ve/DmaC
1
2
caC 3rca � raDˇC

9
2
rraC

9
2
r2ra:

Therefore, for any  2N�1.Y/, the wall-crossing formula for �L
t ; t > 0 is described as

P .Y/D
X

.n;ˇ/2Z˚H2.X;Z/

� X
k�1
1�e�k

X
.rj ;cj ;2mj /2Z3; 1�j�k; j¤e; r2Z

2cjCrj>0; c
2
j
�2rjmj ; satisfying (105) for uDch.ˆ�/

.�1/k�1C
P
a¤emaC

1
2
caCrcaCraDˇC

rra
2
C
r2ra
2
C
P
a<b;a;b¤e racb�rbca

�g.f.rj ; cj ; mj /gj¤e; r; ˇ/ �
Y
j¤e

DT.rj ; cj ; mj /
�
Pn;ˇ .X/:

Setting uD ch.ˆ�/ and comparing with Theorem 5.11, we obtain the desired identity.

Remark 5.21 The relation (103) in Theorem 5.20 is not a tautological relation. Indeed
let us take uD .0; 0; ˇ0; n0/. Then the conditions (104), (105) imply

ˇ D ˇ0�
3
2
r2Œl �� rŒl��

X
j¤e

�
1
2
rj C cj

�
Œl �;(106)

ˇ D ˇ0C
1
2
ˇ0DŒl��

3
2
r2Œl ��

X
j¤e

�
1
2
rj C cj

�
Œl �;(107)
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respectively. Therefore, if ˇ0D < 0, the relation (103) is of the form

(108) Pn0;ˇ0.X/C
X

n0;0<c0

.� � � /Pn0;ˇ0�c0Œl�.X/D
X

n00;0<c00

.� � � /Pn00;ˇ0�c00Œl�.X/;

which is not tautological.

Example 5.22 Let ˇ be a curve class on X such that ˇ �D D 1 and ˇ � Œl � is not
an effective curve class.13 If we set ˇ0 D ˇC Œl �, then the equation (107) does not
have a solution, and the only solution of (106) is ˇ D ˇ with f.rj ; cj ; mj /gj¤e given
in Example 5.16. Then the relation (108) is computed as

P
n;ˇCŒl�

.X/D
X

n0<n�1

.�1/n�n
0�13.n�n0/P

n0;ˇ
.X/C 3P

n�1;ˇ
.X/� 2P

n;ˇ
.X/:

5.7 Euler characteristic version

The results of Theorem 5.11, Corollary 5.14 and Theorem 5.20 are still conditional on
Conjecture 1.3. If we use [24, Theorem 6.28] instead of [25, Theorem 5.18], we obtain
the Euler characteristic version of the above results, ie similar results after replacing
Pn;ˇ .X/; P .Y/ by the naive Euler characteristics �.Pn.X; ˇ//; �.P.Y; //, without
relying on any conjecture. The proofs are the same, and we only give their statements.

The following is an analogue of Theorem 5.11:

Theorem 5.23 For any  2N�1.Y/, we have the formula

�.P.Y; //DX
.n;ˇ/2

Z˚H2.X;Z/

� X
k�1
1�e�k

X
.rj ;cj ;2mj /2Z3; 1�j�k; j¤e; r2Z

2cjCrj>0; c
2
j
�2rjmj ; satisfying (96)

.�1/k�1C
P
j¤e rjCcjC2rjmj

�f .f.rj ; cj ; mj /gj¤e; r; ˇ/ �
Y
j¤e

DT.rj ; cj ; mj /
�
�.Pn.X; ˇ//:

Remark 5.24 In Theorem 5.23, we have used the fact the Euler characteristic version
of DT.r; c;m/ differs from it only by a multiplication of .�1/rCcC2rmC1 (see [57,
Lemma 2.8]). This fact will be also used in Corollary 5.25 and Theorem 5.26 below.

The following is a corollary of Theorem 5.23, which is an analogue of Corollary 5.14:

13For instance, in Example 2.1, one can take D D .y1 D x1 D 0/ and ˇ D Œl 0� for a line l 0 in
.y1 D x2 D 0/ .
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Corollary 5.25 For any positive integer c and n 2 Z, we have the

�.Pn.X; cŒl�//DX
.n0;c0/2Z2

0�c0<c

� X
k�1
1�e�k

X
.rj ;cj ;2mj /2Z3; 1�j�k; j¤e; rWD

P
j¤e rj

2cjCrj>0; c
2
j
�2rjmj ; satisfying (99)

.�1/kC
P
j¤e rjCcjC2rjmj

�f .f.rj ; cj ; mj /gj¤e; r; c
0Œl �/ �

Y
j¤e

DT.rj ; cj ; mj /
�
�.Pn0.X; c

0Œl �//:

Finally, we have an analogue of Theorem 5.20:

Theorem 5.26 For any u 2QŒD�˚H�4.X;Q/, we have the formulaX
.n;ˇ/2

Z˚H2.X;Z/

� X
k�1
1�e�k

X
.rj ;cj ;2mj /2Z3; 1�j�k; j¤e; r2Z

2cjCrj>0; c
2
j
�2rjmj ; satisfying (104)

.�1/k�1C
P
j¤e rjCcjC2rjmj

�f .f.rj ; cj ; mj /gj¤e; r; ˇ/ �
Y
j¤e

DT.rj ; cj ; mj /
�
�.Pn.X; ˇ//

D

X
.n;ˇ/2

Z˚H2.X;Z/

� X
k�1
1�e�k

X
.rj ;cj ;2mj /2Z3; 1�j�k; j¤e; r2Z

2cjCrj>0; c
2
j
�2rjmj ; satisfying (105)

.�1/k�1C
P
j¤e rjCcjC2rjmj

�g.f.rj ; cj ; mj /gj¤e; r; ˇ/ �
Y
j¤e

DT.rj ; cj ; mj /
�
�.Pn.X; ˇ//:
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